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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Now a reader calls our atten-
tion to the use of the words
sour kraut. This use could be
wrong, he says. Fortunately for
us the dictionary has several
ways to use these word*. The
best way, as he indicates, is
sauer-Kraut. However still cor-
rect is sour-crout and even sour-
krout. Our spelling was wrong.
You'll have to admit though
that sauerkraut and wieners is
a pretty good dish, regardless
of the way it is spelled.
Mandl J. 'Vinson
• ..
A hippie raced up to the psy-
chiatrist at his Army physical
and pleaded, "Take me right
now! Forget about the basic
training. Just give me a rifle.
Send me to the front. I am pow-
er and strength. I am the con-
queror!"
"You're crazy," the doctor
said.
"Write that down, man," said
the hippie. "Write that down!"
Somebody ran over one of our
Rabbits as he was .trying to
cross Melrose.
We would not have minded so
much if a dog had caught him
because Rabbits are natural
game for dogs, but all a car
can do is squash them.
Gatesboro is being paved. That's
the subdivision west of Doran
(Continued on Page Tyrone)
Fulton Man
Is Injured
In Accident
A. F. Kupfer of Route Five,
Fulton, was critically injured in
a one car accident yesterday
about 5:90 p.m. on Highway 121,
west of New Concord, accord-
ing to Calloway County Sheriff
Clyde Steele, Deputy Sheriff
Maurice Wilson, and Kentucky
State Trooper Iris Crawford who
were at the scene of the collis-
ion.
Kupfer, age 52, driving a
1984 Rambler, was going east
on Highway 121, when his car
hit the abutment of the Blood
River bridge, according to 'aw
officials. After the collision the
car was found to have a flat on
the right front tire and it is not.
known whether this caused the
accident or not, according to
the Sheriff.
Mr. Kupfer was pinned in the
car after the crash. He was tak-
en to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital by a Blalock.
Coleman ambulance where he
Is listed, in critical condition.
Bald If 1i-di-
ned from a crushed chest.
The car was towed away by
McClord's Wrecker Service.
WEATHER REPORT
liked Prams Intormatioaal
West Kentucky: Fair with
warm days and mild at night
through Friday. High today in
the 80s to low 90s. Lows tonight
low to mid 60s. Highs Friday in
the 80s to low 90s. Winds to-
lay southerly 5 miles per hour.
— —
KENTUCKY LAKE STAGES
Kentucky Lake elevations as
measured by Tennessee Valley
Authority at 7 a.m, this morning
aith predictions to midnight.
Scott Fitzhugh 350.3, fall 0.5.
Eggners Ferry 950.3, fall 0.5.
Kentucky liW 359.4, fall 0.5.
Kentucky TW 313.4, fall 0.3.
Sunset today, 7:53; sunrise
Friday n.44.
PUPPY TO GIVE AWAY
A puppy, half Collie and Ger-
man Shepherd, is free to some-
one for a pet. Fog information
call 438-2=
PONY LEAGUE TRYOUTS
Tryouts for the Pony League
will be held this Saturday at
City Park at 2 p.m. according
to the league president. Don
Shelton. Pony League baseball
is for boys age 13 vid 14.
Veneta Sexton is Goff
Champion Wednesday
Veneta Sexton was the cham-
pionship winner at the regular
ladies day golf held at the Cal-
loway County Country Club on
Wednesday.
Flight winners were $sidie
West, first, Elizabeth Slushmey-
er, second, and Jenny Sue
Smock, third. Low putts went
to Charlene Doss and blind hole
to Mona Purdom.
Edna Knight was the golf
hostess for the day. A potluck
supper was served at the noon
hour.
Picnic Planned Here
By Improvement Club
The Civic Improvement Club
will hold its annual picnic Sat-
urday, May 23, at three p.m., at
the City Park.
All children, including all
high school students are invit
ed. Judgment GivenThe refreshments will be fur-
nished by the Civic Improve-ment Club., For Ostrander
Mancil Vinson
To Speak For
MUS Graduation
Culminating activities for
Murray State University School
will begin on Friday, May 22,
when the Junior Class will en-
tertain the Senior Class with a
banquet and prom at the Mur.
ray Woman's Club House.
On Monday, May 25, an Honor
Chapel will be held at two p.m.
In the evening at 7:30 the Sen-
ior Class will present their class
night program.
Baccalaureate service will be
held in the University School
Auditorium at two p.m. Sunday
afternoon, May 31. The speaker
at the Baccalaureate service
will be Rev. Ed Frank Jeffrey,
Youth Director, First Commun-
ity Church, United Church of
Christ, Dallas, Texas.
Rev. Jeffrey, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Glin Jeffrey, Murray,
and graduated from University
School in 1964. He is a graduate
of Murray State University and
I. presently enrolled in grad-
uate work at Southern Method-
ist University.
Mancil J. Vinson will be the
speaker for the commencement
program. The commencement
program will be held in the
University School Auditorium
on Tuesday, June 2nd at 8:00
p.m.
Vinson, a 1942 graduate of
University School, is a graduate
of Murray State University and
also holds the Masters Degree
from the University of Ken.
(Continued on Page Twelve)
Hardin Pentecostal
Church Plans Singing
The Hardin Pentecostal
Church of God, located two
blocks from the main highway,
will hold its homecoming on
Sunday, May 24.
Singing will start at 1:30 p.m.
featring the Lebonaires from
Festus, Mo. All singers and vis-
itors are welcome to attend.
Murray High
Baccalaureate
To Be Sunday
Floyd Dethrow
Commencement exercises for
109 seniors at Murray High
School will begin with the bac-
calaureate services Sunday
night at 8 p.m. in the sanctuary
of the First United Methodist
Church.
; Mr. Floyd Dethrow; pastor of
the Second Street Church of
Christ, will deliver the sermon.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, minister
of the First United Methodist
Church, will give the invocation
and benediction.
Mrs. Joan Bowker will present
the Mixed Chorus in two num-
bers, "I Have Longed for Thy
Saving Health" by Byrd and
"The Lord Bless You and Keep
You" by Lutkin. Mrs. Judy O'-
Neal will play for the process-
ional and recessional.
Ushers from the junior class
will be David Alexander, Jim
Berrill, Phillip Cunningham,
Mark •Etherton, Steve Hale, Van
aver-Stock. Ted Howard, Rich-
rd Jones, Dayton Lasater, Pat
yan, Mitch Ward and John
Williams.
Commencement exercises will
e held on- Thursday. everitag,
ay'VraciroTCTO-Ciithe-Mur
ay High campus.
The case of Kenneth Michael
Ostrander, student at Murray
State University, vs. A. N. Duke,
Jr., of Benton and Daniel Duke,
student at Murray State Uni-
versity, was tried in the Callo-
way County Circuit Court on
Wednesday.
The petit jury found in fav-
or of the plaintiff who was giv-
en a judgment of $700.00. The
case concerned an automobile
accident on May 29, 1969, in
Henry County, Tenn.
Hurt & Christopher repre-
sented the plaintiff and Hughes
& Gregory the defendants.
The petit jury is asked to re-
port back to the court on Tues-
day, May 26, at nine a.m. when
the case of Harris vs. Leeman
will be heard.
The case of Rhine vs. Gru-
gel, scheduled for Monday, May
25, has been settled out of court.
Nos,
STRING REHEARSAL — Leonard WhItmer (center), teacher of instrument.' music st
Murray University School, conducts a rehearsal of. group of 79 elementary school students
Involved In a program of string music study In Murray. Shown In the background Is Leo
Blair, assistant professor of music at Murray State University, who Is also a teacher with
Hi. orchestre. The group concluded Its work for tile regular school year Tuesday evening
with • special program for parents. Students Invotved are fourth, fifth and sixth graders
from Carter, Austin, Robertson, and Murray University Scheele. A summer program is also
planned. (Photo by Bob Baer)
Elementary String Musicians
Give Special Program Tuesday
Parents of the 29 elementary
school students involved in the
study of string music in Mur
ray were guests at a special pro
gram Tuesday evening as the
group concluded its work for
the regular school year.
Begun in February, the class-
es for fourth, fifth and sixtt
grade students at Austin, Rob-
ertson, Carter and Murray Uni-
versity Schools have been meet-
ing twice a week for practise
sessions.
Designed to stimulate ir.ter-
est in a string music program
for the city of Murray, the com-
munity service prOject is spon-
sored by Murray State Univer-
sity and has been largely fin-
anced by a $500 donation by the
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Leonard Whitmer, teacher of
instrumental music at Murray
University School, and Leo
Blair, violin teacher and or-
chestra conductor at Murray
State, are the teachers for the
project.
Whitmer said a summer sess-
ion will be offered during the
summer term at the university.
Pupils in the program are:
Roger DeWater, Michael Rus-
sell, Shara Toon, Donna Bailey,
Jim Jennings, Janene King, Pat-
ty McCuiston, Michelle Kelley
Kenneth Farley, Alison Weav
Albert Is Probable Successor To
McCormack As House Speaker.
WASHINGTON Efll Rep. to succeed Rep. Jeep v, Mc-
'l 
Albert' a rber Cormack as speaker thethe House •eeoeeeee' for " House—if the Democrat, keep
aPPeared certain Waal control of it in November
McCormack, 78, a member of
the House for 42 years and
eight days away from being
speaker longer than anyone in
the nation's history except Sam
Rayburn, announced Wednesday
be will reti at the end of :Ail
James Thompson
To Participate In
Economics Program
Dr. James Thompson of Mur-
ray State University's Economics
Department, School of Business,
has recently been selected to
participate in a month-long pro-
gram on Recent Developments
In Applied Economics. The pro-
tram is conducted by the Gra-
duate School of Business of the
University of Chicago and is
supported financially by t h e
General Electric Foundation.
Its purpose is to provide an
opportunity for forty faculty
members of colleges and uni-
versities which do not offer
doctorates in economics to ex-
amine important recent develop-
ments in the areas of monetary
and business cycle theory and
policy and in the uses of price
theory in project evaluation.
Dr. Thompson holds the Ph.D.
degree in economics from the
University of Chicago and work-
ed in research and teaching in
agricultural economics at the
University of Kentucky for six-
teen years. Ile joined the fac-
ulty at Murray State University
in September, 198'7, with the
rank of professor. Currently, he
is Director of the Master of,
Science Program in Economics,
at
Dr. Thompson is a native of
Calloway County.
re
term from the $72,500 a year
job-
McCormack, who worked his
way up from the tenement
wards of South Boston to the
nation's second most powerful
office, said he was retiring SO
he and his ailing wife could
have "a period of rest and re.
laaation."
Quits Amid Caffeine
But he quit anud increasing
(Continued on Page Twills')
Flint Baptist Church
Homecoming Is Sunday
The annual homecommi will
be held at the Flint Baptist
Church on Sunday, May 24 The
church is located west .,f .11mo
Heights.
Bro. Willie Johnson, pistar,
will be preaching at the 11
hour preceded by Sunday School
at 10 a.m.
A basket dinner will be ,cry•
ed at noon and gospel si
will- start about 1:30 pin
. The public is asked to note
'The change from thiTiTtlt .
day to the fourth Sund.i) for
the homecoming.
er, Emily Byrn, Beth Mazak
Cheryl Mazak, Terri McConnell
Denice Ray, Phillip Sims.
David Noffsinger, Chris Park
er, Susan lbay, Jane Suffill
Mark Vinson, Marc Peebles
Lane Bridwell, Bill Ligon, Lynn(
Moore, Jonathan Noffsinger
Mary Smock, Robert Whitmei
and Winifred Woodard.
Two seventh graders at Mur
ray University School — Robert
(Continued on Pegs Twelve)
Girl Scouts Hold
Hike Day In It
Over 1,000 Girl Scouts bray.
ed t...rmy skies last Saturday
to participate in the annual hike
day in Land Between the Lakes
sponsored by the Boar Creek
Girl Scout Council.
Cadets, Senior and Ju nior
Scouts, and Brownies represent-
ing troops throughout western
Kentucky hiked the many trails
which wind through the Conser-
vation Education Center, a 5,-
000-acre area near Lake Bark-
ley. The two and one-half mile
walk around Hematite Lake,,
Long Creek Trail, and the trails.
surrounding Center Station
were the most popular with the
young hikers.
The highlight of the day was
a beekeeping demonstration at
Empire Farm. The scouts watch-
ed as Ed Veazey, manager of
the farm, dissected a live bee-'
hive,- pointing out the queen
bee, worker be, and drones.
Other attractions includecteisits
to Center Station, Silo Overlook,
lend Center Furnace -
The Conservation Education
Center is the focal point for
most visitor activities. Its facili-
ties are open year-round to vis-
itors interested in a day in the
outdoors.
No Onkls Injured
In Two Car Collision
At S. 16th & Locust
South 16th Street and Locust
biive was the scene of a two
car collision yesterday at five
p.m., according to the report
filed by the investigating offk-
ers of the Murray Police De-
partment. No injuries were re-
ported.
Cars involved were a 1967
Buick four door owned by Mike
Morgan and driven by Gloria
B. Morgan of Murray Route
Seven, and a 196A. Chevrolet
four door hardtop owned by
Carl Arteberry, 1613 l'arklane
Drive, Murray, and driven by
Edna T. Dick, 719 Nash Drive,
Murray.
Police said the Chevrolet was
going east on Locust Drive, mak-
ing a right turn onto South 16th
Street, and pulled out from stop
sign colliding, with the Buick
going south on South- 18th
Street.
Damage to the Morgan car
was on the right front fender,
rid to-thr-Arteberryrrr-orrthe
left front fender, bumper,-and
door.
Two Local Ms Are
Installed In Society
Judy Kelso and Nancy Lee
Stone, both of Murray, have
been installed as actives o I
Kappa Omicron Phi honorary
home economics society at Mur-
ray State University, and Jan
Cooper, also of Murray, has
been elected second-vice-presi-
dent of the society.
Judy, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Kelso--ef Route 7,
Murray, is also a member of
Alpha Lambda Delta honor soc-..
Iety and a member of the home
economics club. She is a junior
home economics major.
Nancy, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles C. Stone of Routs
7, is a senior home economics
and secretarial science major.
Jan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. Cooper of 1614 Sunset
Blvd., is a member of the home
economics club and a member of
Tau Phi Lambda social sorority
She is a junior majoring in
home economics am' English.
Poppy Day To Be
Observed Saturday
Wild popdies "blooming be-
tween the crosses, row on row"
in the battle cemeteries of
France and Belgium in 1918
constituted nature's tribute- to-
the war dead.
Since that time, replicas -if
the poppy have become a sym-
bol of remembranoe for all
those giving their lives in de-
fense of America.
The annual Poppy Day will
be observed in Murray on Sat-
urday, May 23, by the American
Legion Auxiliary. Legionaires
ask that residents "pause to.re-
member and honor our war
dead by wearing a poppy".
LYNN GROVE PROGRAM
The spring musical program
will be presented at the Lynn
Grove School tonight (Thurs-
day) at eight p.m. The admiss-
ion is free, according to a school
spokesman.
Allbritten Named
New Chairman
Of Hospital Board
Breakin Reported
Hamlin Office
Federal authorities have been
called in regard to the break-
* at the Hamlin Postoffice_ last
night, according to Calloway
County Sheriff Clyde Steele.
Taken from the postoffice and
grocery store were twenty car-
tons of cirgarettes, a Sears-Roe-
buck battery charger, serial No
39090010, Regna adding mach-
ine, and some stamps, the sher-
iff said.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Claxton
are the operators of the store
and the nostoffice.
Tau Kappa Epsilon To
Collect Trash Friday
The Tau Kappa Epsilon fra-
bernity at Murray State Univer-
sity will sponsor a public ser-
vice clay for the city of Murray
on Friday.
A fraternity spokesman said
the group will be collecting
trash from Five Pointe to Four-
th Street on Chestnut Street,
and front Five Points to the city
limits on South 18th Street.
The city of Murray is furnish-
ing the fraternity a truck for
this public service project.
James Rudy Allbritten is the
new chairman of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital and
Convalescent Division Board.
He became chairman st the May
meeting of the board.
Other new officers are Rand-
all Patterson, vice chairman,
and Duff Erwin, secretary-trea-
surer.
Members of the nine member
board are Judge Robert 0. Mil-
James Rudy Allbritton
ler, Nat Ryan Hughes, Mayor
Holmes Ellis, James Garrison,
Leonard Vaughn, and Graham
Feltner.
Mayor Ellis presented out-go-
ing chairman, Leonard Vaughn,
with a gavel as a token of ap-
preciation for his leadership
during the past year.
South Vietnamese Thrust
Deeper Into Cambodia Today
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
SAIGON (UPI) South Viet-
namese armored columns en
countered light resistance today
and thrust deeper into Cambo
dia along the nation's coast-
line in a drive to remove Com.
muntst threats to ports on the
Gulf of Siam.
Driving northwestward from
the South Vietnamese town of
Ha Tien, South Vietnamese
tanks and armored personnel
carriers pushed' past the town
of Kep and to within five miles
of Kampot, 20 miles inside
Cambodia. Military spokesmen
said they killed 15 Viet Cons
and North Vietnamese in one.
clash and captured 70 weapons
, The South Vietnamese ar-
mored units were 50 miles from
the major Cambodian port of
Kompong Som, known before
the ouster of Prince Norodom
Silhanouk as Sihanoukville. It
was through Silhanoukville that
thousands of tons of supplies
and arms for the Viet Cong and
North Vietnamese had arrived
prior to Sihanouk's ouster
March 18.
The drive up the coast of the
Gulf of Siam was part of tr
10,000-man South Vietnamese
operation launched last Sunday.
Another wing of the South
Vietnamese task force has dri-
ven into Takeo province to tilt
north in a campaign to destroy
Communist base camps along
the frontier with South Viet-
nam.
Military sources said the oper-
ations into Cambodia have so
far killed 8,433 Viet Cong and
North Vietnamese troops and
resulted in capture of 1,17S
others.'
The allies reported seizing
14,000 weapons, 3,334 tons of
rice and hundreds of tons of
munitions in smashing the Com-
munist sanctuaries.
In South Vietnam, the U.S.
command reported American
battlefield deaths had passed
the 42,000 mark with 217 U.S.
soldiers killed last week in the
highest death toll since last
August. Another 1,281 were
wounded.
It raised the overall Ameri-
can death toll. in Vietnam in
nine years of war to 50.000, in-
cludittr-hatt4efieiti—tlea4hs and
7,949 noncombatant deaths.
The new U.S. death toll in
the fighting was 42,118.
In South Vietnam, four Amer-
icans were killed and 12 wound-
ed Wednesday in fighting be-
tween elements of the Ameri-
can Division and guerrillas 33
miles southwest of Da Nang
Guerrilla losses were unknown.
Three paratroopers of the
U.S. .101st Airborne Division
(Continued on Page Twelve)
Lynn Grove Milling Company Has Been
In Operation For Over Half A Century
For more than a half-century,
Fleetwood Crouch has been pro-
cessing wheat ink; illy-white
flour at the Lynn Grove Mill-
ing Co., which he and his bro-
ther, Gordon, own and operate.
Flour mills are vanishing in-
THREE CITED
Three persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
yesterday and last night. They
were for unnecessary noise,
reckless driving, and disregard-
ing two -stop signs.
SPARE TIRE STOLEN
Gene ',tendon of 1519 John-
son Boulevard reported to the
Murray ..Police_ Department on
WednesiriTk 10:55 a.m, that a
Sparc tire had been stolen a-
bout May 19, ,
stitutions,' ana inc Lynn 4...rove
firm is the only one of its kind
west of Hopkinsville in Ken-
tucky. The mill was founded
about the turn of the century
by the late Dr. C. N. Crawford,
Fleetwood Crouch became as-
sociated with the mill in 1919,
and his brother joined him in
the operation in 1928.
The mill does custom grind-
ing for more than 100 custom-
ers, and some 25-30 persons
keep flour on depOsit for use as
they need it. At one time, the
mill had more than 300 custom-
ers.
Each year, the 'Lynn Grove
CORRECTION
The work day for the Little
League fathersNqil begin Satu:-
a Tte-'111- thi-Tkarlt
stead of 8 p in. as printed in
yeillecday's Ledger 8g TimeL.
Milling Co. grinds between 12,
000-15,000 bushels of wheat in-
to flour.
"These young folks just don't
make biscuits," Mr. Crouch lam-
ents.
The firm manufactures Lynn
Grove Best self-rising and plain
(Continued on Pain Twillyet
FREE PUPPY
A puppy is free to someone
for a pet. See at 804 Broad
Street Exte414.6 after five p.m.
RIDING CLUB
New Providence Riding Club
will have-a ineting_et the
ITOZie 'Sunday, May 24, at 2:30
p m All memhtfs are urged to
be present
Oft
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SANCTUARIES DESTROYED
IZ
MUCH has been written and said about America's involvement
•
in 'Cambodia. and many believe that this is an expansion of the
VI Namir.
Personally we do not think that this is an expansica of the  
war but actually will serve to shorten it, for one basic, simple
reason: the easily reached Viet Cong sanctuaries in Cambodia
are being destroyeft
An enormous amount of bullets. guns, mines ammunition
and other supplies is being taken over by American forces. all of
which would have been used against our soldiers.
By May 12 allied forces had captured:
. . . 576 Soviet-built 122mm, 100 pound. rockets with an
mile range-the kind used against Saigon.
•. . 238 Chinese-built 107mm high explosive. armor piercing
rockets with an 8,000-yard range-used against airstrips, parked
planes and munitions stores.
. . . Sane 9,000 Chinese and Soviet B-40 and B-41 rockets
with a 600-yard range-used against bunkers, convoys and armor-
ed vehicles.
By May 15th, the allied action had:
. . . destroyed 3,410 bunkers and structures.
. . . captured 8,482.000 rounds of small arms ammo. includ-
ing 6,867,639 machine gun bullets.
. . . seized 8 100 individual weapons and more than 1.000
crew-served weapons.
. . . killed 5.600 enemy troops and taken some 1.500 prisoners
and detainees.
. . . seriously disrupted enemy communications.
In addition, they uncovered 5.492.000 pounds of rice - a
month's sustenance for 120,000 enemy soldiers. (The allies are
allocating the rice for use by refugees).
All of this captured material has been just across the Cam-
bodian border and has been added to as the conflict continued in
ingress. All the Viet Cong had to do to resupply his forces was
tango across the border to one of the sanctuaries.
The American forces have in effect, performed one of the
most basic military tasks by entering Cambodia they have
severed the supply line of the enemy.
Any strategist will tell you that cutting the enemy's supply
line is vital to a successful military operation.
We laud the decision of President Nixon to take this danger-
ous step. It took courage of the highest order.
We waet the war to end as quickly as anyone, but at the
sarne time f ully realize it can never end if the enemy can
enjoy a sanctuary only a stone's throw from the scene of con.
Met.
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TIKES FILE
The CBI COuncil moved last night to correct the "rusty" water
condition in the city and also to plan for possible sewer expansion
into new areas.
Hazel WOW &emit 138 presented an emergency oxygenlithalant to
the Hazel Volunteer Pire Department at a regular camp meeting
lailt night. •
."Creatiogn to  .Muair,;_zas. the program thetne for:the.blusic
Department of the Murray WOM3D'S Club.
Showing today at the Capftol Illeatre is "Thunder Road" with
Robert Mitchum.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGES TIMES FELE
E'. F. Settle
' 
chairman of the Calloway County March of Dimes,
reported that a total of $2,993.26 was raisedhere during the recent
fund drive.
R. A. "Dick" Shell, age 58, died today at the Murray Hospital.
He suffered a heart attack about a week ago, Another death reported
was that of Mrs. Mettle Cleaver of Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cochran are the parents of a toy born
at the Murray Hospital.
"William R. Furches reports that his party caught fifteen fish at
the lake Thursday afternoon", from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray",
Bible Thought for Today
THE LEDGER & TIMER - MURRAY, ImucKy
-
MSU ALUMNI MEETING: Sevennefive eredvates and friends of the Uedverdly were
on hand Saturday, May 16, for the annual meeting of the Murray State University Alum-
ni Washington, D. C., Club, held in th. Agriculture ComnsIttes Issarins room of the Long-
worth Building In Washington. Shown above ant the nowlvillectod officen of the club and
the him ladles from the office of Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefl•W whia were in charge
of the arrangements. Leff to right, th•Y am: Bob Holt (Clain of le. 
ths 'taw President: Mart
ty Mardis& ass administrative assistant to Con gressman Stubblefield; Maier Nelsen Williams
ft:less elII viesprosident; Mrs. Martha Lou James (Class of '51), MerstarrtrasSurer,
Imo Memoyealt, ssc tariSWi Cessipressmart.
MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
StanleyF.Yolles,M.D.
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health
What Is Mental Health?
There are many definitions
of mental health. But perhaps
the most appropriate one is a
combination of several con-
cepts.
These concepts stress the pos-
itive state of mental and emo-
tional well-being.
Thus, among the basic_indi-
cators of what mental health
is are the following:
First, a person's understand-
ing and acceptance of himself;
Second, his perception of the
world around him and his rela-
__ tonships with other people;
and
Have I not commanded thee? Be strong and of a good courage;
be not afraid, neither be thou dismayed: for the Lord thy God is
with thee vihithersoever thou goest. - Joshua 1:9.
God's everlasting arms surround me,
Third, his ability to handle
Tax Tips
For Farmers
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Many
of the changes in the Tax Re-
form Act of 1969 apply to farm-
ers, and how they run ..heir
farms this year will determine
how much income tax they will
pay et the end of 1970, accord-
ing to Steve Q Allen, Univer-
sity of Kentucky Farm Manage
ment Specialist.
New exemptions and allow-
ances, Allen pointed out, give
farmers greater opportunity to
pay reasonable wages to their
shialrern. The law requires a true
smployer-employee relationahip.
uxl definite jobs should be as-
.igned with regular wages paid
.0 them the same as any other
imployee, he added.
crisis and stress.
U. S. Banking System Questioned pomp Am mcmathealfh, then,Present-day psychiatry pro-
is the ability to live one's fullest
potential as a creative and pro-
ductive hunt= being.By Small Businessmen Says Survey
Probably not since the days
when public pressure caused
Andrew Jackson to revoke the
chaster ca the Bank of the Unit-
l States has there been so
nauch cwestiening of the na-
tine's banking system.
In the Jacksooian era it was
the inability of the 6z-mers in
the west of those days. namely
'ferimessee, and adjacenet states
to obtain credit that resulted in
the first major change in Amer-
bean banking.
Today, according to research
conducted by the Naticinal Ired-
enation of Independent Busi-
ness, it is the small and indepe•
dent businessman who questions
the cveratien of the banking
system.
It is against this background
that the Senate is considering
the liouse-passed legislation
that would curtail the activities
of the so-celled "One Bank
Bola* -MiMpanies." - 
It is also the backdrop for
the hearing that will commen-
ce next month by the House
Small BuSUledIS Committee on
the impact of bank credit cards.
In the past few years tbe big-
ger banking institutions of the
nation have taken advantage of
a loophole that was left when
the One Bank Holding Act"
was passed in 1956. It was the
sense af the Congrees at that
time that no holding corpora-
tion should be permitted to take
over control of the banking fa-
cilities. On the other hand, it
was decided that many smaller
communities would be depriv-
ed of the benefits of a local
home-awned bank if they were
foroed to operate outside of
local coannunity owned com-
panies or small corporations
which include other interests.
However, the nomenclature
"one bank" failed to take into
account the fact that although
a bank could operate with the
billions of resources and assets
mating from several hun-
dred branches, it could qualify
as a "one bank" and thus could
be owned by a holding com-
pany.
It is these holding companies
which have _spread into many
other fields. While this prac-
tice is primarily under fire on
the basis that it creates huge
onnelognerates with an undae
concentration of economic pow-
er, the practice is also ques-
tioned on another basis.
This is the belief that money
deposited by tlie public in these
banks is beans diverted from
normal. banking operations ,to
finance the acquisitions of firms
in other fields, thus creating a
money shortage.
While the Independent Bank.
er's Ansociation has gon on re-
cord as applauding the broad
objective of outlawing large-
ecael conglomerate activities by
the large banks through the de-
vice of one-bank-holding com-
panies, it feels that the House-
passed bill should be amended.
saying. "A distinction 'must be
made between large congloar
crates and small one-bank-hold
ing companies which present no
danger to the nation id
only."
althougti different in form,
but allied in context is the stu-
dy being made of bank credit
cards.
Two big operations, "'Bank
americard", and a group of
blinks combined under the aeg-
of "Master Charge". have
their consumer cre-
dit cards over moat of the ma
non. The customer pays 1%
percent per moth on the un-
paid balance accept in those
Mates where the lemd maid-
Items interest rate is leas than
18 pee cent per year.
---11M-118111lir .P.11,11 a. discount
ranging from I to 8 percent on
sales made on these dards.
The surveys of the National
NO DETAILS .
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Am-
bassador Ellsworth Bunker
conferred with President Nixon
and natioegl securitl adviser
Henry A, Kissinger for an hing
Monday before returner to Vs
post in Vietnam. , No details
14 er e giveo oct the meeting.
FIR& IN TOWER ".
PARIS (UP1>-- Fire broke net
near the top of the 991-tot
Eiffel Toast' ' Tuesday and
Niemen had to yolk to the top
because the blaze breed a
shutdown le the
Officials blalnid
that fell ou an olly rag. There
W25 no serious damage.
Federation of Independent Bus-
iness currently show that 37
percent of all retailers now
honor these cards, although the
average volume of business; re-
ported done them holds con-
sistently around 19 percent,
with the great volume done by
the smaller retailers who in
tun are paying the highest die
count.
The House Small Businet
Committee is concerned that
there is a passibility of some
conflict with the antitrust laws
involved in this differential of
discounts.
In this same area, there also
arises the question as to whe-
ther or not cimeentration of
the bank credit card business
into two big groupe constitutes
a monopoly that is contrary to
the spirit, if not the letter, of
the antitrust laws.
In addition, as the credit
cards in fact- toteitiltite a 111111
lien on a bank's lending funds,
there is a substantial questioa
raised as to this form of credit
sopping up the supply that us
tally goes to other types of low
er interest loans.
United Press International
recently rete-ased a report that
the ordinary citizen is being
turned down on loans backed by
collateral on the basis the banks
prefer to use their lending re-
serves for the high interest
loans.
But some bankers privately
defend this position on the bas-
is they are being forced to bor-
row EurodollarS to keep in op-
eration, uaying as high u 12
and 14 percent interest for
these funds. The Eurodollars,
it is claimed by many, are the
result a the American foreign
aid programs which converted
many foreign nations into great
dollar-holding nations and their
central banks have no comeunc
tion about charging all the tail
fit will bear.
In the meantime,- the situa-
tion insofar as the independent
business is concerned. worsens.
The following are a few reports
typical of the many being re-
FLOODS CLAIM, 71 LIVES
A •
VIENNA (UPI)- Fleeds have
claimed at least 71 lives and
left 23,000 &mines homeless in
NOIrthern Romania.
The Romanian news agency
Agerpress said Romania tias
set aside $66,4 million for
immediate flood relief,
The floods killed 48 peisonsill
the town of Satu Mare and 23
others were fouod dead in the
ceived by Federation research.
ers:
A California appliance deal-
er says: "The high cost of in-
tercet on bankflooring is mak.
ing it all but impossible to op-
eretta It is just a matter of
time and we will be forced to
close."
A Missouri manufacturer with
20 employees reports, "Our
principal problem is the lack
of bank financing due to tight
money and high rates od inter-
." A California relator with
nine employees comments, "The
constant fluctuation in interest
rates in the upward spiral and
difficulties surrounding obtain-
ing funds has calmed increasing
hardships in the real estate
business."
ALMANAC
1Wilniter1-711156 International
Today is Thursday, May'21,
the 141st day 01 1970 with 224 to
fellow.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are
Mercury and Saturn.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1832 the first Democratic
national convention opened in
Baltimore.
In 1881 Clara Barton orga-
nized the first American Red
Cross in Washington.
In 1941 President Franklin D.
Roosevelt proclaimed "an unli-
mited state of national emer-
gency" seven months before
Pearl Harbor and U.S. entry
to World War IL
In 1948 President Truman
sent a special message to
Congress proposing statehood
for Alaska.
---
A thought for the day: British
Writer Richard Garnett said,
"The three eldest children of
necessity: God, the world and
love."
ASK DESIGNATION
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
grow has asked a Senate
public worts subcommittee to
designate U.S. 219- "the North
Star Way," which connects
northern industrial points with
Appalachian commtmittes- as
found in every part ef the
United States.
Everybody can have these'
services; they are not restricted
to the wealthy, or to the poor,
or to any special group. They
are community services, orpt-
nized in such a way that they
can become available to the
entire population of any com-
munity—rural, urban, indus-
trial, or suburban.
As adequate and accessible
services for prevention and
treatment of mental illness be-
come available and are de-
livered to people everywhere in
the nation. the true meaning of
mental health should become
clearer--and more attainable—
for each of us.
* * *
To be competent in the tech-
nological world of today and
tomodow, an individual must
have the social skills to be able
to do three things: to love and
be loved, to work, and to play.
Through the realization of
these, it should be possible to
achieve that measure of satis-
faction from life that is both
a contribution to the lilies of
others and to one's own fulfill-
ment.
It is, therefore, no longer
enough just to search for the
causes after an illness has de-
veloped. Prevention is the
watchword.
Community mental health
centers, beginning in 1963,
have become involved in pre-
vetition u well as in the treat-
ment of mental Maass. Both
preventive and treatment serv-
ices are the hallmark of tbe
Another advantage to this ar-
rangement, Allen pointed out,
is wages paid by a parent to
his children are not subject to
social security tax until the
children reach 21.
The holding period for cattle
and hories eligible -foe'pItir
gains has been extended from
one to two years. However, the
one-year holding period still ap-
plies to breeding sheep and
hogs, Allen said.
The law allows farmers to de-
duct certain expenses for land
clearing and sail and water con-
servatian in the year the ex-
pc ' _:1E3 Were m le, Allen
stated. Such items claimed in
1970 and later years may have
to be recaptured as ordinary
inconw. if. the farm is sold at a
profit within 10 years, he ex-
plained.
Allen advised farmers to: (1)
keep good recards, including de-, 
preciation schedules and inven-
tories; (2) consider hiring your
children on a true employer-
employee relationship; (3) give
income-producing property tc
your children so they can re
port income for tax purpmes;
and (4) estimate your taxable
income well before the end of
the year so there is still time
to make adjustments.
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Production
COLON
Brewing network of ornniwe- "Ftemembex, tax management
liensiters saaass•-"Ys -ansegst-su yea-round job," Anon ec`nhealth centers that are now sjuded.
Additional information may
be obtained from your local Co-
unty Extension Office. Ask for
Income Tax Management Con-
siderations for 1970. ,
Survivor
NEW YORK (UPI) - One of
the longest-running night clubs
in the United States, the Copaca-
bane, will mark its 30th anniver-
sary in September. During the
past three decades, thousands of
cafes have folded throughout
the
Diem Dora beck
HOLLYWOOD '(UPI)-'Diana
Dors returns to' films with a
Supp-ortinrnifrifi-"TITeirerl 0
Gid in My Soup" starring Peter 'The Sundance lEkl" c
Sellers and Goldie Hawn. and his woman c;
Katherine Ross `(-)
EVEMY GRAVI
Woes isso
Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OP FINE
MEMORIALS
Porter White Miaow
111 Maple Bt. 7534112
tOwn of Mures, the Yugoslav
news agency Tanjug said.
Students frsim the.eth woes in Murray
cation program -et th• Youth Station in ths‘
from th• 6th grades at Austin, Carter, and
this' activity annually. Classes ase planned In
amnive writing, archery, richimy end bait
part of the national interstate
highway system.
The route has Buffalo, N.Y,,
and Bluefield, W.Va., ;_at....tta
ends. Supporters testified Tues-
day there was a "decided void"
In the national interstate
network through Appalachian
regiOns, 
Clay Schools mieNalpatml. In on outdoor sew
Limit 164WerostrIMF takes rocantty. Studints
Robertson Elementary .Schools • take Part in
90olopy, ecology, map.and compass work, art,
casting.
Today thru Tues. i,—........,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,..,,rci,
'TELL THEM WILLIE
BOY IS HERr'
sr ono
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
MISPElenwassuiste
c _ ▪ Tues. *'
• dig
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IN PERSON
GRAND OLE OPRY STAR
DEL REEVES
and his
GOOD TIME CHARLIES
411 me
KAINTUCK
TERRITORY
COMPLETE WESTERN
TOWN
4 miles S.W. of Ky. Dam
Village on Highway 641
Phone 527-9948
SUNDAY, MAY 31
Show Time 2:00 P.M. &
8:30 P.M.
FREE General Admission
1
ticket IWKairtfuck Terraory,
for May 'with the purehasw
of Del Reeves Show Ticket!
Come early and spend the
day. Blanket Amphitheatre,
BRING YOUR BLANKET
and set on the plush blue-
grass.
Tickeh . . . $2.00-$3.00-
$4.00
Children under 5—Free
RAIN—Show will be hetd In
North Marshall High School
Gym.
COMING SOON!!!
Loretto Lynn Show—
Tiiirsollay, June 30th
Tommy Cosh Show—
Sunday, July 12th
Hoak Williams Jr. Sham—
Thursday, Aug. 614.
Lester Flint Skew--
Set., Sept. 5th
Music Cr Crofts Foir U.S.A.
Sept. 5-6-7 iLabor Day)
@CICsOIKA
WINNER Of 4
ACADEMY AWARDS!
IPdriacr ia.X0 UMW*, far 01115BUTCH CASSIDY AND
THE SUNBANCE KID [01'
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Carew Hi
Twins 01
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By FRED DO'
UPI Sports Wt
Rod Carew, the A
champion with a .3;
In 1969, nit for
Wednesday night--
homer, double and
lead the Minnesota
10-5 victory over I
City Royals,
Leo Cardenas' thr
Player N.
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Atlanta 1$
By DAVID MO
UPI Sports Wri
ATLANTA (UPI)-
ca's Gary Player, W
Waking-DA- -della
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career since return
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was awarded the fast
today at the stai
Atlanta golf classic.
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well Indeed, but th
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Player's behalf. 0
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Carew Hits Cycle To Lead
Twins Over Royals, 10-5
021s zzbyllyd ALrup 5-21 pt
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
Rod Carew, the AL's batting
champion with a .322 average
in 1969, hit for the cycle
Wednesday night- a single,
homer, double and triple- to
lead the Mitmesota Twins to a
10-5 victory over the Kansas
City Royals.
Leo Cardenas' three-run ho-
Player Named
Favorite At
Atlanta Meet
tity DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer
ATLANTA (UP I)- South Afri-
ca's Gary Player, who has been
fastest clip of his fabulous
career since returning to this
country barely two months ago,
was awarded the favorite's role
today at the start of the
Atlanta golf classic.
The ever-modest player was
reluctant to accept it. i'l admit
I have played very well, very
well indeed, but there are too
1 Blemish
6 Nag
11 Bark employe
12 Misrepresents
14-Consonction
15-Condescending
look
17-Foolish
18-Music: as
written
20-College officials
23-Female ruff
24-Temporary
shelter
26 Food programs
28 Part of to be
29-Worn away
31-Lassos
33 Challenge
35 Ceremony
36 Unproductive
39 Danger
42 Pronoun
43.Neclipiec•
45-Fat her
46-Period of time
49-01d-wornanish
50-Vast ap
51 Source of
water
53-Chisel
55-A stare
(ebb,)
56 Illemrshes
59-Puffs up
61 Go on
62.13nner cause
I Bed canopy
2 Mon's
neekoson• •
me i gave the Twins a 6-4 lead
in the seventh inning and
Carew startei a game-clinching
four-run eighth-Inning outburst
with his triple. Rich Reese and
Paul Ratliff also homered as
Dave Boswell won his second
game for the Twins while Amos
Otis and Joe Keough connected
for the Royals.
The Detroit Tigers defeated
the Baltimore Orioles, 4-0, the
Milwaukee Brewers edged the
Oakland Athletics, 8-7, the
Washington Senators downed
the New York Yankees, 2-0, the
Chicago White Sox shaded the
California Angels, 3-2, and the
Cleveland Indians topped the
Boston Red Sox, 7-2, in other
American League games.
Mickey Lolich pitched a
three-hitter to win his first
game since April 22 as the
Tigers snapped a six-game
losing streak with their victory
over the Orioles. Al Kaline and
Willie Horton singled home runs
in the sixth inning and Jim
Northrup hit a two-run homer
In the eighth for the Tigers.
Toni Phoebus suffered the loss. ib,e_stan_frLine Supreme Court
Steve Hovley singled with one before "a final settlement is
out in the ninth and scored on reached,
Hank Allen's double to give
Milwaukee's Marty Pattin his
second win of the year. Don
Mincber homered for the A's
and Tommy Harper connected
for the Brewers.
Errors ,,bt shortstop Gene
Michael,' and pitcher Stan
many good golfers in this_Baosen enabled the Senators
tournament to single out any to score two unearned runs in
one man," Player insisted. the fourth inning and Dick
But the record speaks Bosman and Darold Knowles
Player's behalf. OUT of the made them stand up with a
United States for seven months, combined four-hitter.
or until the -Monsanto (Veil in Pinch-runner Walt Williams
scored on Gail Hopkins' sacri-mid-March, Player has won a
whopping $81,768 in just io fice fly with the winning run in
in the ninth after Bob Christian'stournaments and a victory
two-run homer tied the scoreThe $125,000 classic, worth a
his for the White Sox. Tommycool $25,000, would jump 
earnings h..) within $700 of John, who pitched a four-hitter
Miller Testifies In
Flood Court Battle
NEW YORK (UP 1)- Mar vin
Miller, executive director of the
Major League Baseball Players
Association, was back on the
stand today when the trial in
the Curt Flood case resumed.
Miller, the second witness
called in the case, underwent
cross examination by Mark
Hughes, the counsel for base-
ball.
The trial opened Tuesday
before Judge Irving Ben Cooper
when Flood and Miller took the
stand, but was recessed Wed-
nesday.
Flood testified on the first
day that, "I don't think that
after 12 years (with the St.
Louis Cardinals) I should be
traded like a piece of proper-
for his fourth victory', fellleading money-winner Lee Tre.
vino who has been playing behind in the tes) 
of
 the ninth
everywhere but Georgia. 
when the Angels scored twc
Trevino, who won the Tucson runs on an error by shortstop
and National Airlines opens and Syd O'Brien. Tom Murphy
missed by only a stroke in bat suffered his fourth loss for the
week's Colo e f National, lets.
skipped last month's Masters a licher Sam McDowell drove
Augusta, Ga., because he in the tie-brea.king run 
with a
"didn't like the course" but single in the seventh 
inning and
didn't reveal why he was Tony Horton 
hit a two-run
bypassing the classic. homer in the eighth for the
Player obviously finds the
narrow, tree - lined Atlanta
Country Club course to his
liking. He finished one stroke
off the winning pace last year
and was only six strokes back
In 1968.
However, it's the general
concensus that he'll have to
shoot a record classic score to
win. The baked-out 7,053-yard
course is playing the shortest of
Its four-year history.
Player tuned up for the
classic with a 3-under-par in
Wednesday's pro-am - two
strokes behind countryman
Harold Henning who won with a
67. In keeping with continuous
success of foreigners on the
classic course, England's Tony
Jacklin was tied with Frank
Beard in the runnerup spot at
68.
Nine of this year's top 13
money winners were in today's
144-man starting field- includ-
ing Arnold Palmer and Jack
Nicklaus. The missing, in
addition to Trevirio, are Billy
Indians. McDowell, only Cleve-
land pitcher to go nine innings
this season, struck out 10 and
walked three. Sonny Siebert
suffered his second defeat for
the Red Sox.
The centerfielder balked
when he was traded from the
Cardinals to the Philadelphia
Phillies and decided to file suit
rather than report to PbLadel-
Regardless of ruling by
Judge Cooper, the loser will
appeal and the case mie go all
Benvenuti-Bethea
Fight Set Saturday
UMAG, Yugoslavia (UPI).-
World middleweight champion
Nino Henvenuti and challenger
Tom "The Bomb" Bethea today
tapered off training for their
title bout on Saturday.
The two men will meet in the
first world championship fight
ever held in a Communist
country.
Bethea scored -1 technical
knockout over Benvenutl in a
non-title bout 'three months ago
in Melbourne. The champion
said later he suffered a broken
Bethea and Benvenuti both
finished their heavy work
earlier this week. They now are
concentrating on roadwork, bag
punching and exercises.
The fight takes place in a
new 7,000 seat stadium built In
thIn youluisala bps eapeciaffy for
event. It will be seen on
television in the United States
(ABC-TV) and elsewhere.
Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)- Chip
Oliver dug into the right hip
pocket of his pale green levis,
pulled out a rather lonesome
looking 25 cent piece, dropped it
cheerfully into the jukebox and
thereby spent all that remained
of his We savings.
The song he selected was
"Instant Karma" sung by John
Lennon of the Beatles. Hien
him feeling good. Also dead
broke.
"So what?" laughed bearded,
long-haired Chip Oliver, 26-year-
old Oakland Raiders' lineback-
er, or perhaps more accurately,
former linebacker. "Mosey was
the last hang-up I had and now
that I've gotten rid of it I've
never felt better in my We. For
the first time I really feel
1 iber at ed. "
Does A Couple Of Things
To get this feeling of
euphoria, Oliver, who used to
play for the University of
Southern California, had to do a
Carl Morton Pitches Second
3-Hitter In Month Wednesday
By STU CAMEN
UPI Sports Writer
Carl Morton's three-hit, 10-
strikeout performance against
the Mets Wednesday night was
his • •F econd three-hitter this
month, the first coming on May
1 when he beat Los Angeles, 3-
1. The only hits he allowed in the
2-0 win were a single and double
by Art Shamsky in the second and
sixth innings and a ninth-inning
dotthie by Ron Swoboda.
Tom Seaver was almost as
Casper, Miller •-dffiffT5m- -bat 04-44104 4001184•04414
Bruce Devlin. too gave up only three hits and
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struck out 10, but walked seven
batters two of whom scored
the Expo runs in the fourth
Inning. He walked Mack Jones
and Rusty Staub before Ron
Fairly's single scored Jones
with the first run and Jim
Fairey followed a single which
drove in Staub. The only other
hit off Seaver was Staub's
eighth-inning double.
St. Louis edged Houston, 3-2,
Atlanta downed San Fsancisco,
6-1, in 11-innings Pittsburgh
nipped Philadelphia, 3-2, in 14.
and San:Diego ro
os 'des, 104; in other
National League games, tinCin-
nati and Chicago were not
scheduled.
Richie Allen drove in one run
with a single and set up St:
Louis' other two tallies with a
double is the Cardinals moved
Into a tie with New York for
second place in the East with
their victory over Houston. Joe
Torre followed Allen's double
with a two-run single in the
sixth inning as Mike Torres,
with ninth-inning relief from
Chuck Taylor, posted his fourth
victory.
Rico Carty's three-run homer
in the llth inning, his third hit
of the game, snapped a 1-1 tie
and carried Atlanta past San
Francisco. Carty also had a
triple and single in raising his
league-leading batting average
to .422 aedgiving aging reliever
Hoyt Wilhelm his second win.
Wilhelm took over for starter
Jim Nash in the 10th and
pitched two innings of hitless
ball.
Two successive wild pitches
by Dick tSelma allowed Matty
AIou toNscore the winning run
In the 14th inning in Pit.
tsburgh's triumph over Phi-
ladelphia. Roberto Clemente
tripled home the first Pirate
run in the third and singled in
the eighth when Pittsburgh tied
the score 2-2 when Johnny
Briggs misplayed a fly ball by
Al Oliver.
Home runs by Nate Colbert
Itntf-Al Forte.- combined with
four innings of two-hit relief by
couple of things,
He joined a California com-
mune and got himself a room
In an old Victorian mansion
with a dozen others. He also
gave $5,000 to the messiah of
the commune when he became
part of it five months ago, and
a week and a half ago he told
Al Davis of the Raiders to keep
his $25,000 contract because he
wasn't coming back no way.
"The world I was living in,
the world of making money,
was leading me nowhere. You
make money, you die at 70 and
t goes in the form oi
Inheritance. In pro football,
was only a machine. I don't
want to he a machine, I simply
realized I wasn't doing the
right thing by playing prc
football. It wasn't play, it was
all profit motive instead. /
enjoyed playing tootball
college but not in the pros. That
was too business-oriented,
"My mother at first felt I
was slipping out and she was
kinda paralyzed by what I was
doing. That was at first, but
she is an intelligent woman and
she finally realized what I was
talking about. My father
reacted a little bit also. He
didn't want me to make a
mistake I'd regret, but I think I
convinced him, too."
"A Loose Wire"
Some of Chip Oliver's team-
mates with the Raiders call
h "n loose wire and all that and
the way he has picked to
renovate the world is, well,
let's say rather unorthodox, but
all his answers aren't exactly
haywire.
Oliver was standing there
listening to the jukebox in the
restaurant, for example, and a
guy asked him whether he
might reconsider some day and
maybe come- back.
"TO' what?" Oliver inquired.
."To ceseeneeseal society,o
Said; '
Chip Oliver kept listening to
the record and smiled.
"I don't know if it'll still be
around," he said.
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BUYS BLAZERS
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (UPI)-
William F. Goode; an ex-N.Y.
lager, said Wednesday he has
purchased the Syracuse Blazers
of the Eastern Hockey League
for $25,000, subject to approval
by the league's boaLd of
directors, meeting in Virdnia,
this week.
POSTPONES BOUT
PHILADELPHIA (UP!) -
George Foreman, of Olympic
boxing game, has postponed his
scheduled Monday bout with
Roger Russell. Injuries to his
hand and a cut under the eye
were suffered by Foreman last
Saturday night in a filth! with
Scrap Iron Johnson, in which
the former Olympics champion
knocked out Johnson,
Pat Dobson enabled San Diegn
to beat Los Angeles. Dobson
saved the win -for starter DaVe
Roberts, his fourth, while
Dodger star ter Alan Fitter
suffered his fifth loss in seven
decisions.
Ken Lake Cycle
Club Rides To
Talladega, Ala.
Twenty fonnembers and four
guests of the KeoLake Cycle
Club went to Talladega. Ala. last
Weekend to attend the Talladega
0 mile National Road Race.
The 28 persons made the trip
on their motor eyelets and each
bike traveled over 800 miles
for the round trip.
This was the first trip of the
year for the club with only one
other trip scheduled. The next
trip will be June 6 when the club
will travel to Louisville for the
National Short Track.
Standi
Australian
Makes Speed
Mark At 500
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UP!)
- Grand Prix ace Jack Drab-
ham finally got out on the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
track Wednesday and wasted no
time getting his machine up to
qualifying speeds.
The Australian, who previous-
ly said this probably would be
his last "500" effort, turned one
lap at 164.8 miles per hour and
appeared to be in good shape to
gain a starting berth for the
Memorial Day Classic.
He previously said he expect-
ed to skip the "500" in the
man Overpowers Murray
High 8-4 In Baseball Tourney
The Murray High Tigers fell to
the Paducah Tilghman Tornado in
the first round of the Paducah
Region Baseball tournament yes-
terday, 8-4.
The Tigers drew first blood
with 2 runs in the top of the first
but the Tornado picked up three
in the last of the first inning and
held the advantage for the rest
of the game.
Tilghman scored two more runs
in the second inning and added
three in the fifth to put the game
out of reach for the Tigers, who
rallied for two runs in the seventh
'Sorting Out'
Process Goes
On At Indy
INDIANAPOLIS, 44 (UP!)
-The race for speed by
unqualified drivers and a
Itt • tit i toa
National Learn
Best
W. L Pet. GS
Chicago 18 '16 .529
New York 19 18 .514 ifs
St. Lccis" 18 17 .814
Pittsburgh 18 21 .462
Montreal 14 22 389
14 23 .378
West
W. L Pd. GS
Cincinnati 28 U .718 --
Los Ang. 22 18 .579 8
Atlanta 21 18 .588
Houston 19 21 '.475 9
San Fran. 18 22 .480
Sim Diego 18 24 .429
Wednesday's Results
Atla. 6 S. F. 1, 11 inns.
Man.treal 2 New Yost 0
.Pitts 3 Plena 2, 14 inns.
St. Louis 3 Houston 2
Shd Dieeo 10 Los Aug. 4
Only games scheduled
Today's Probable Pitchers
All Times EDT r
Pittsburgh, Bean 2-5 at Mon
treat, Rent° 1-3, 8 p. in
- St. Louis, Carbon 2-5 at
adelphia, Fryman 2-1 or Jack
son 14, 7:30 p. m.
Cincinnati, McGlothlin 4-3
lionston, IA:master 3-4, 1130
WL
Atlanta, Niekro 4-3 at
Angeles, Osten 4-4, 11 p. m.
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Pitts at Montreal, night
Chicago at New York, night
St. Louis at Phila., night
Cenci at Houston, night
Atlanta at Los Ang., night
San Diego at San Fran., night
American League
East
W. L. Pd.
Baltimore 25 11 .694
New York 20 18 .528
Detroit 16 1? .485
Boston 16 18 .471
Wash 16 30 .444
Cleveland 12 20 .375
West
W. L. Pct. GS
Minn. 25 10 .714 -
Calif. 25 13 £58 1,4
Oakland 18 20 .474 8'4
Chicago 16 21 .432 10
Milwaukee 13 23 .361 124
Kan. City 13 24 .351 13
Wednesday's Results
Chicago 3 California 2
Wash 2 New York 0
Cleveland 7 Boston 2
Minnesota 10 Kan City 5
Milwaukee 8 Oakland 7
Detroit 4 Baltimore 0
Teday's Probable Pitchers,
• All Times EDT
Baltimore, McNally 7-1 and
Cuellar 4-3 at Detroit, Wilson
2-2and 'Cain 1-2, 2, 5:30 p. m.
Boston, Lee 1-1 at Cleveland,
Miller 0-1, 7:45 p. m. -
Washington, Cox 3-3 at New
York Sbottlemyre 3-3, 8 p.
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Maw at Kan City, night
Cald. at Minn., night
othand at c Maw°, night
Washington at Detroit
New York at Cieve., night
Boston at sat., night
ISLIN RE-ELECTED
GB
6
714
8
9
11
OCEANPORT, N.J. (UPI)-.
Philip H. Islin was re-elected
president and chairman of the
Monmouth Park Jockey Club on
Wednesday.
Other officials re-elected to
one year terms by the board
were Reeve Schley Jr., junior
president, David Werblin, se-
cretary and Ancirewsdn Fowler,
treasurer.
Germany as customer
BONN (11PI)- We.st I :erfilany
is the best customer for !hitch.
Ffench and Italian pioduchi and
second best for Amerirain. and
gociehiv --a- siiiyetELthe
iiiiiltuie" a 'rig:Man itide-rtri
shows.
1044
1134
auk
Involved and because of USAC
rules governing foreign racers.
Larry Cannon, Danville, Ill.,
crashed into the outside wall
while taking the last phase of
his rookie test. The car
apparently was not damaged
extensively, but Cannon was
unable to complete his test and
become eligible for the annual
Memorial Day race.
Mike Mosley, Speedway, Ind.,
spun coming out of the No, 4
hire and brushed the wall with
the right front of the nose cone.
His car came to a stop near the
pit entrance.
Bud Morley, Denver, Colo., a
rookie, escaped harm 41fe0- his
car spun in the No. 1 turn. He
regained control and drove
around Ake pits.
The testing deadline
and only Bill
Indianapolis, ft-
exams out of the six
still eligible. Puter-
had to pass a
re course since he
passed a rookie test in 1968.
In all, 25 cars were out for
practice runs Wednesday, in-
cluding seven already qualified.
Despite a fairly warm track
temperature of 135 degrees,
three veterans .itho already
have qualified their cars turned
laps in the 166 m.p.h, range-
Roger McCluskey, Tucson,
Ariz., defending champion Ma-
rio Andretti, Nazareth, Pa., and
1968 race winner Bobby Unser,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Also out in cars already
qualified were Mosley, Peter
Revson, New York City, Dan
Gurney, Santa Ana, Calif., and
Carl Williams, Grandview, Mo.
HUNDLEY OUT
CHICAGO (UP!) - Randy
Hundley, the Chicago Cuts
catcher, will be out of action
for another six to eight weekS,
He had been expected back in
uniform for Friday's series
with the Mets, but surgery on a
knee is necessary.
• ---
-_
BRYERS TRADED
• PHILADELPHIA (UPI)
Mike pryers, 23, of the
Philadelphia Flyers was traded
Wednesday for veteran defense-
man Brent Hughes of the Los
Angeles Kings,
The 6-foot, 202-pound Hughes
played an important role in
helping the Kings reached the
playoffs in the first two of his
three seasons with the Los
Angles club.
already in the Memorial Day
500-mile auto race was conti-
nued Tuesday at the Indianapo-
lis Motor Speedway.
A total of 26 cars was on the
track ,including 10 racers which
made the lineup for the grind
on May 30. There also were
Indications that the usual last
week car hopping was about to
start in earnest.
Al Loquasto of Easton, Pa.,
who damaged his Indy on a
shoestring special when the
machine hit the wall Monday,
said he was "looking around"
for another ride.
Loquasto's crew continued to
work on repairs.
Drivers looking for speed
were Jack Brattam. Billy
Inning
Murray High had seven hits
and Tilghman collected eleven.
Murray High MO 000 1-4 7 4
Paducah Tilghman 390 030 s--11 11 1
MU k RA Y
Player rint Pea ab
Mitch Ward. es 2
Steve Hale. et
John Wilhelm, 2b 4
Jim Brandon. c 2
Brown Crouch, 11 4
John Raybunt, p-rt 3
David Hughes. rf-p 1
Randy Cretan. co 1
Todd Shupe. lb 2
Totals 25
TILGHMAN
Harold Kelly. es 4
Barney Adams, 2b 3
Ron Bolen, If 2
Itichie White, lb 4
Ball Sacharnoskt. et 3
David Phelps. P 4
Randy 'Thompson. le 0
Mike Smith, 31, 3
Howard Farmer, rt 3
John Golliher. rt 0
Don Bock. c 3
Totals
Is rb
O 0
O 0
2 0
1 1
2 1
O 0
1 0
O 0
1 0
7 2
2 0
2 0
O 0
1 1
1
2
0
2
11
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
4
Vueovich and Kevin Hartiett.
Brabham, the Australian Grand
Prix ace who started the rear-
engine revolution at Indianapo-
lis, was shaking down the new
Offenhauser-powered car which
arrived at the track last
weekend. The car was delayed
because of the trucking strike.
Defending champ  Mario An; 
dretti and 
1 
968 winner Bobby
UILSer returned to the tracts
after their successful qualifica-
tions last weekend. Both said
they were seeking the right
chasis combinations. Other
qualified drivers ran with full
loads, "sorting out" the right
chasis -distribution. They includ-
ed Dan Gurney, Carl Williams,
George Snider, Joe Leonard
and Mike Mosley.
Apdretti posted the day's top
speed at 168.5 m.p.h.
In 1%9, Texas had 157 major
water reservoirs with a total
storage capacity of 214619,100
acre-feet of Water.
DAYTONA BEACH
Seal)
MOTEL
1233 S. ATLANTIC Ave.
DUO
NDAty;
BEACH MOTEL
1217-27 S ATLANTIC AVE
I t'l!Y IIE
ea-ffnrrt
-it
4
-
- '
106 Units . . offering a choice of
beautiful Motel Rooms, Efficien-
cies and Bedroom Apartments,
all attractively decorated and pro-
viding elegant comfort ...
All units have room-controlled Air-Conditioning and 1feet, The Bathrooms
With Tub .1 Shower, Radio, Hifi Music, TV, Room Phones, Private Balconies.
• Fresh water Swimming Pools
• Shufflebgerd CPAs
• Ocean-view Dining Rooms, featuring superb food
AND FOR THE E (' 0 N Ni INDED..
liver and4MOTEL
613 SILVER BEACH AVE.
DAYTONAt,J BEACH, FLORIDA
All 3 knit minutes-4M GatiaM106,....3haatres. Night Clubs,
Shops. Restaurants. Sporting Barents, famed Florida attractions.
For Information on All 3 Motels Send Coupon To:
 Motel,   S Atlantic Ave.,
Daytona Beach. Florida
Please send color brochure and information regarding
0 Seii' Dip 0 Lido Beach 0 Silver Sands
Name _ Address
L City  State
TOBACCO FARMERS! GOOD NEWS
for your Tobacco Yield, with
NA-CHURS LIQUID FERTILIZER 
Give that young plant a good start by using Liquid
Fertilizer in Your Transplant Water
NO WAITING!!
This fertilizer begins its work the day you use it,
therefore a strong root system develops and the
shock of the transplant is- warded off!
RICHARD ORR DIST. CO.
's at 11W Pogue Avenue in Murray, Kentucky
It• YOKOL-121STROBTOStiOiLitit
4.....ismor • — Inquire about NA-CHURS - 
•
4i
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are vital to the successful
operation of business, both as
bed* lac executives and as
emerging executhes them-
selves.
-Their offices are in halls,
corridors, et al, which are, for
the most part, poorly lighted
cramped and lacking in prim.
CY.
"women have a great deal a
merit in their request fur equal
rights," Jackson said. "I know
In our office we have requests
from time to time for female
draftsmen.
Becomes Matter of Sex
"The question always
men a matter of sex first.
Do we want a female drafts-
man? It's a situation that is
difficult to overcome and I
imagine most businesses greet
the idea of a competent
employee by sex only when the
Idea of a female appears onothe
scene."
t
Jackson has ascovered too
that women executives general-
ly feel the need to submerge
their femininity;
'Jackson is black, but he says
the fact he is a member of ;
minority doesn't have anythin;
to do with the way be feel:
about the new feminism. '
"Minority empathy never
occurred to me," he said. "AU
I can think of is that I feel an
empathy for anyone who feels
that they are being misused
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Neighbor child
needs kindness
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have an 11-year-old daughter I'll call
Susie. My problem is what to do about her constant
playmate, I'll call Mary. Mary lives' around the corner and
she and Susie are like Siamese twins.
Mary is a nice child, but her mother is a divorced woman
who entertains gentlemen friends every night. [You know the
kind?] Apparently she has no shame before her daughter
from what Mary tells Susie. I've told Susie the facts of life,
but it's nothing compared to what Mary has told her!
I hate to forbid Susie to play with Mary, but I can't have
my daughter associating with a child who sees her mother
carrying on with men and is probably taught to believe there
is nothing wrong with it. Please tell me what to do.
SUSIE'S MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Wby pedal' sm inmeent
for the "alas" of her mother? Yen meld as Mary •
tremendous' layer by suadng her especially welcome in year
lime. where wholesome attitudes sad decency prevail. Deal
worry, Mary won't "corrupt" year daughter. la the 'sem-
time. the little wielder girl seeds idadoess sad mderst and-
bag, sot punishment far a situation far which she is blame-
DEAR ABBY: Someone said she read in your column
that when a light-chinned black and a white person marry it
is not possible for them to produce a coal black baby. I can't
believe you said that because everyone knows a baby can be
a throwback to several generations. Please put your answer
in the paper. I want PROOF! TOLEDO
DEAR TOLEDO: A child Imre d a black-white
will last be darker than the darker parent. If tw• individuals
marry. BOTH of whim have mese black ancestry, it is
passible for their Madre' to be sue ar two shades darker
than the darker parent, but as -mai black baby" soddenly
pops op. Oar pared Sr the stber woad have to have been
coal black."
DEAR ABBY: Would you please pass on these tips for
girls who want to know if a man is married or single?
1. Beware of the man who removes his white shirt and
necks in his underwear because it's "too hot." [His wife
checks his shirts.]
2. The man who always washes his face before he leaves
your apartment.
3. The man with the dirty license plate on his car if the
rest at his car is clean. [He's experienced in hiding.]
4. The man who always leaves before midnight because
he "his to get up early in the morning."
S. The man who visits his "mother" on holidays and
every week-end, and be can't make dates with you very far
in advance. [He never knows when his wife will let him out.]
S. The man who'd rather bring a bottle to your
apartment than take you out because he wants to "relax" in
peace and quiet.
Thanks, Abby, for all the advice I've received from you
thru the years. You probably wonder why I'm still married.
So do I. I can't sign my name because I'm still putting on a
happy marriage act for the neighbors.
BEEN THERE-AND BACK
CONFIDENTIAL TO "CRY BABY": Amy woman wise
can get her way by iodine( a few tears has a fortune is
lipid assets. Jest diel *verde it. Baby!
What's your prelims? Yarn feel better if you get It off
year chest. Write to ARMY. Om ere& Los Angeles. Cal.
WM Far a perusal reply eseime stamped. addressed
envelope. 
•
Per Abby's new booklet. "What Teee-Agers Want le
Knew," lend is Abby, liess Mee. Lea Angeles. Cal. PIM.
Thursday, May 21
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house for a patio
supper at 6:30 p.m. Husbands
will be special guests. Hostessi
es are Mesdames Tom Rowlett,
W. P. Russell, Maurice Ryan,
Buist Scott, Charles Shuffett,
June Smith, Voris Wells, an
Haron West.
• • •
The Business and Professio
al Women's Club will have
breakfast at the Woman's Ciu
House at 7:00 a.m.
• • •
The Home Department of th
Murray Woman's Club will hay
a luncheon at the Colonial
,House Smorgasbord at one p.m.
Hostesses are Mesdames Tom-
my Lavender, Charlie Crawford,
Bun Crawford, E. A. Lundquist,
Robert Smith, and Joseph
Rains.
• • •
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
7:30 pm
• • •
Friday, May 22
The Waiting Wives Club will
hold a "get acquainted" meeting
at  the home oiltirs-
er at 6:30 p.m. All military
Wives whose husbands are over
seas or will be stationed over-
seas within one month' are in-
vited. The dress is casual. For
more inforsatian call 753-1790
or 7534875.
• • •
The Girls Auxiliary of Vic
First Baptist Church will have
a Mother-Daughter banquet at
the fellowship hall of the church
at 6:30 p.m. The food will be
furnished by the Woman's Mis-
sionary Society.
• • •
A dance with proceeds going
for the Day Care Center will
be held at the Calloway County
Country Club from nine p. m.
to midnight, sponsored by the
Calloway County Association
for Retarded Children. "Men of
Note" will play and will be do-
nating their services.
• • •
Tickets for the Charity Ball
to be held on June 6 at the Cal-
loway County Country Club will
be on sale at both banks from
ten a.m. to noon and one to
three p.m. Tickets may alsm, be
bought from any member of
the Murray Woman's Club.
Os.
Saturdat, May 23
The Baptist! Student Union
will have a car wash at the
parking lot of the Memorial
Baptist Church from eight am.
to one p.m. Cost is $1.30 per
car.
Women Should Be Consulted In Office
% Decor And Space, Says Office Executive
F4,
By JAMES F. COUR
J3EVEELY
The uprising of women
seeking equal job rights gets
the full support of one man,
especially so far as equality of
their office decor and space are
concerned.
Ernest Jackson knows well
the status of women in
business. He should. He designs
the buildings and the offices in
which they spend their working
days.
"There definitely is a wo-
men's revolution coming
about," said Jackson in an
interview," I even feel it at
home. My wife is suddenly
giving me a lot of static. In
fact, she wants to know herw
come I know so much about the
entire subject (of the Women's
Liberation Movement)."
But Jackson consults with the
women whose firm serves
them. He is chairman of the
board at Latt, Jackson &
Associates, Inc., a 13-year-old
architectural services business
which grossed $1.5 million last
year.
Should Be Consulted
Jackson feels that the female
office worker dam her office
more than her male counter-
part and should be consulted on
Its decoration.
But she usually is not. She is
an afterthought in planning if
• -..she is thought of at all, says
Jackson,
'Some of Jackson's other
obser Q.tions:
-s widition exists in
site 6t the 'Tier !at
• • •
The Dexter Homemakers Club
will have a rummage sale at the
Dexter Community Center from
nine a.m. to four p.m.
• • •
All persons interested in the
upkeep of the Curd Cemeter:
are requested to meet there at
two pm.
• • •
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at noon. Hos-
tesses will be Mesdames W. C.
 Adams, Mary Belle Overbey,
Ralph Slow, Apron Chapman,
and Dr. Alberta Chapman.
• • •
Sunday, Mee 24
Homecoming will be held at
the Peeler Cemetery, located
northeast of Alm°, with Rev.
William McKinney preaching at
Women's Society 01 r
Pleasant Grove Has
Monthly Meeting
The Women's Society o
Christian Service of the South
Pleasant 'Grove United Meth
ist Church met on Wednesday.
May 6, at seven-thirty o'clock
in the evening at the church.
Mrs. Ola Mae Brandon gave
an inspiring devotion readins
selected verses from Matthew
22 and 23.
Mrs. Clara Brandon was in
charge of the program on "Al
ricians Choose to Change". She
was assisted in the program
presentation by Mrs. Dorothy
Cooper.
The chairman, Mrs. Imogene
Paschall, presided over the bus-
iness session. The minutes were
read by the secretary, Mrs. Clo-
vis Brown. The _treasurer's re
port was given by Mrs. Imogene
Paschall in the absence of the
treasurer.
Delicious refreshments were
served by Mrs. Brenda Erwin
and Mrs. Esther Gooch.
• • •
South Murray Club
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. James Parker
The-gadfly
ers Club met on Thursday af-
ternoon, May 14, at 1:30 p.m.
in the home of Mrs. James Park-
er. The meeting was called to
order by the vice-president, Mrs.
N. P. Cavitt.
Mrs. Quinton Gibson gave the
devotion reading Matthew 5:16.
Mrs. N. P. Cavitt repeated the
following: "God gives me fort-
itude to endure the things which
cannot be changed, and the
courage to change the things
that should be changed, and
the wisdom to know one from
the other."
Nine members answered the
roll call with the name of an
old fashioned custom that might
well be revived today. One vis-
itor, Mrs. Lydia Jones, was pre-
sent.
The secretary and treasurer
gave their reports. The club de-
cided to have a craft day in
June after the next meeting
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer gave
the lesson on -Outdoor Living
Areas". She taught new ways
to improve or build patios and
terraces.
The group adjourned and en
joyed refreshments and visit-
ing together.
• • •
Zimmerman Home
Scene Of Meet Of
Episcopal Women
The Women's Group of St
John's Episcopal Church met in
the home of Mrs. Louis Zimm-
erman on Monday. May 18, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the even-
ing.
Following the opening pray-
er by Mrs. Robert Mabry, the
president, Mrs. Michael Gard-
one, presided and showed an
Interesting film entitled "Ap-
palachian Speaks".
New officers elected for the
coming year were Mrs. Jules
Harcourt, president; Mrs. Earl
Horan, vice-president; Mrs. Phil-
lip Weydener, secretary; Mrs.
Norman Klapp. treasurer.
Others are Mrs. Michael Gard.
one, Christian social relations;
Mrs. Robert Mabry, worship and
Christian edutation; Mrs. Bailey
Hendricks, United thank offer-
ing; Mrs: Kenneth Wetmore,
supply; Mrs. Bennie George,
mistien;•Mrs.,Charlie Vire, al-
11:45 env Mrs. Louis ;Ammerman,
Sunday, May 24
The New- Providence Riding
Club will meet at the club house
at 2:30 p.m. All members are
urged to be present.
• • •
Homecoming will be held at
the Hardin Pentecostal Church
of God with singing to. start at
1:30 p.m. featuring the Lebon-
sires from Festus, Mo. All sing-
ers and visitors are welcome.
• • •
. Wednesday, Ma) 27
The Girls Auxiliary of the
First Baptist Church will have
its annual Coronation service
at the church at 730 pm. The
public is invited to attend.
0 • •
Mrs. Larry Young
Honored At Shower
Mrs. Larry Young was honor-
ed with a baby shower on Sat-
urday, May 16, at the home of
Mrs. Martin Young.
The honoree was presented
with a corsage of baby rose-
buds. She was the recipient of
many gifts from those presest
and those unable to attend.
Games were played prior to
the honoree opening her gifts.
Refresments of dainty cook-
ies, mints, and lime punch were
served from the table overlaid
with a lage cloth.
Hostesses for the occasion
wiere Mrs. Joe Emerson. Mrs.
ard Armstrong
Christian ministries; Mrs. Rob-
ert Higgins, communications;
Mrs. Wayne Keller, church per
iodical club; Mrs. Earl Horan,
visitation; Mrs. Norman Klapp,
publicity.
This was the last meeting un-
til September when the group
will resume regular meetings
During the social hour re-
freshments of cake,, jelly roll,
coffee, and tea were served by
Mrs. Zimmerman to Mesdames
Wyedner, Horan, Moore, Keller,
Harcourt, Mabry, Klapp, George,
and Gardone.
PERSONALS
Lexell Camp of Kirksey Rou
Two has been dismissed fro
the Western Baptist Hospital
Paducah.
• • •
Haile Lee Boyd and children,
Larry, Darryl, and Jeanice,
a friend, Char,lie Shirley, all•of
Hazel Park, Mich., spent the
weekend with their parents a
grandparents, Mr. and Mn
Dennis Boyd. They made the
trip by plane with Marie 1.-e
Boyd as the pilot. .
*5 *
More Lii n 25 useful (in,:.
treating vs of
have been eloped in tile
Mrs J B Burkeen
Elm Grove WMS
Has Program Meet
At Morris Home
Mrs. Walton Fulkerson WAS
the leader for the program on
"While It Is Yet Day" present-
ed at the meeting of the Wo-
man's Missionary Society of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church held
on May 14 at the home of Mrs.
Hardin Morris.
Others taking part were Mrs.
Wilbur Weston, Mrs. Morris,
Mrs. George Cossey, Mrs. Rob-
rt Weston, and Mrs. Alvin Fut-
11.
Mrs. Charles Burkeen, presi-
dent, gave the call to prayer
and scripture reading from Acts
2:1-16. Reports were given and
Mrs. Ronne Parker led the clos-
ing prayer.
Also present were Mesdames
T. G. Shelton, Jesse Roberts, Al-
fred Keel, Earl Lee, and Ke3
Refreshments were served by
the hostess.
Se.
"Round-The-Clock"
Shower Held For
Jeanie Diuruid
Plume 753-1917 or 753-4947
"Cheating" Skirt Length Shown By New
York Designer In His New Collection
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)-- Designer
13111 Blass neatly solves the
mini-midi hemline hassle, He
shows a "cheating" skirt
length.
This means in essence that
the mini, or well above the
knees length, makes the skirt's
underlayer. The midi goes on
as an overskirt with divided
center front, Sometimes, the
division is a simple slit up the
front.
At other times, this designer
for Maurice Reuther, Ltd., cuts
the overskirt to the waistline in
an inverted V.
"Cheating" is not Blass's
word for his compromise
length. The word belongs to
Hawk* Metwel, -the URI
photographer who covered the
fall and winter opening of the
Blass collection for press,
buyers and celebrities at a New
York hotel Monday afternoon.
Often the long and short of it
showed in coat end dress
combinations too. Blass showed
midi coats, slim of line, often
belted, falling right over
milady's boot tops at mid-calf.
Beneath them, dresses were
three and four inches above the
knees.
Blass, one of the most
influential designers in the
country, was on the boot kick
with all his daytime clothes and
often showed boots for evening,
too- sleekly fitted jobs done in
metallic meshes. A favorite for
daytime: Snakeskin printed
toots with tweeds or some of
his muted, somber - looking
prints.
Prints were big for fall with
almost every firm in New
York's garment industry. Blass
did ftorals "pretend" tiger
s 
made a big name for herself in things which cannot be changed,
the 1950s with her bare-topped the courage to change the things
evening dresses and for cloth- that should be changed, and
ing the television stars, the wisdom to know one from
Miss Chapman is less skin the other",
conscious these days. She The roll call was by Mrs. Pat
dipped necklines in some cases Bogard. The group voted to coo-
with her evening wear but the tribute to the 1FYE fund to help
commentator told the audience send a 4-H girl, Jane Ann Lucy,
the neckline could be raised if to India as an exchange student.
that was wanted on clothes M a prs. Broachrt n aland 
annual dayshipped to the stores. gave
held in April at the Woman's
Seed of a hybrid giant begon_ Club House. . ,
is sells for $3,500 an ounce, says A work day was planned for
National Geographic. those members who wished to
finish making their picnic bas-
kets. A day was also planned
One female wasp produces to visit Mrs. Cozy McCuiston's
enough venom to kill 227,175 !eramie shop.
caterpillars, or about SO pounds The lesson on "Outdoor Liv-
of insects. .ng Areas" was presented by
Mrs. Broach. She told the group
:o arrange their outdoor living
A  state-elf-Soutlt-ares-tor- the pleasure of-the
Australia is larger than Texas, family keeping in mind the ac-
Arkansas and Louisiana tivities to be carried on in the
coni area. She said people are be-
coming more aware that flow-
ers and shrubs around a home
should be planted for the en-
joyment of the homeowner and
his family rather than passers-
by.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess. Other members
present, not previously mention-
ed were Mrs. W. A. Erwin, Mrs.
Charles Coleman, and Mrs. Way.
burn Wyatt. Three visitors pro.
sent were Mrs. Roy Clark, Mrs.
Jerry Kirkland, sal Mrs. Don-
ald Lee, with the latter becom-
ing a new member.
The next meeting will 1. e
held at the City Park in June.
. • • •
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Homemakers Club
Meets Aillotne Of
Mrs. Ray Broach .
The Westside Homemakers
Club held its regular meeting
in the lovely new home of Mrs.
Ray Broach.
Mrs. Alvin Usrey, vice-presi-
dent, presided in the absence of
Mrs. Garland. She gave the de-
votion reading from Matthew
5:16 and the thought, "God gives
me fortitude to endure t h e
* * *
* * *
Mrs. Lucille Hart
Hostess For Meet
Paris Road Club
stripes combined with buck._ SHOWERPROOF - Maid of_ The Paris Road Homemakers
able for certain hours of the and the reptile prints,
day, games were played with Among the other collections
Mrs. David Berry and Mrs. Shown Monday for press and
Aude McKee winning the prizes, buyers was that of Cecil
The hostesses' gift to the hon- Chapman, the woman who
oree was a wicker laundry
basket filled with useful kit-
chen items.
A mint and lime cooler and
cookies were the refreshments
served to the approximately fif-
teen persons.
Miss Jane Belote, Mrs. Jack
Belote, and Mrs. Gary Riede-
meier entertained with an
"round-the clock" shower in
honor of Miss Jeanie Diuguid,
bride-elect of David McKee, at
the Belote home on West Main
Street on Monday evening.
The honoree chose to wear
from her trousseau a frock of
green and navy print. She was
presented a corsage of white
shasta daisies.
Her mother, Mrs. James Diu-
guid, was dressed in a gray and
gold plaid cotton. Mrs. Aude
McKie, mother-in-law to be of
the honoree, chose to wear a
yellow crepe dress for the oc-
casion.
After opening the gifts suit-
• • •
Picnic Is Held At
Children's Home
The Tau Phi Lambda service
social sorority AMC the Delta
Sigma Phi social fraternity of
Murray State University held a
picnic on Saturday for the Par-
adise Friendly Home, a child-
ren's home located near Tri
City.
The forty children were en-
tertained by the two groups
with hot dogs, soda, cookies and
a variety of games. The home
is opened by the Churches of
Christ. -
Tau Phi Lambda began in
February of this year. They are .
spotmEffettisy the Woodmen OF"'
the World.*
. Delta, Sigma Phi is a national s
fraternity currently petitioning
the IFC to be recognized on
campus.
_ The tdo groups hope to make
plans for more activities with
the children in the fell.
rotroff (save Thornton-1i Club met in the home of Mrs.ready for April showers in her
contemporary maid coat by
Mallort. In natural cotton
canvas, its leather-trimmed.
Luggage by Skyway.
Shrine Club Holds
Meeting Saturday
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club held its regular
sleeting at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. William E. Moffett, Pano-
rama. Shores, on Saturday even-
MpostY16k se.luck supper was rved.
Music for dancing was furnish-
ed by Eugene Kirk and the
tsliat nwtryaa 
announced
Gentlemen..
that a num-
'4.1- of Shriners and wives will
.:tend the Shrine Spring Cere-
m onial at Hopkinsville on Sat-
urday, May 23.
Members and wives attending
.so,se Messrs and Mesdames Mil-
' .1 Jones, Freed Cotham, Wood-
'w Dunn, Norman Klapp, Irvin
,rpenter, Edsel Beale, Charles
.son Bakeri Bruce Wilson,
,n Robinson, and Moffett. Via-
,1,ss were Mr, and Mis. Jack
owiniplisicoanmL., Mr. Mrs..and
wirand 
mma James
Tui5c Collins.oet he x regular club meet-
Line 20
•
1,6 1"St-
VES'IliD FM*, 110niS-The layered look is popular in chil-
dren's wear this spring. Here, polka dots pop out on two
vested cotton knit 'styles by Cinderella. Little sister's tank
vest tops a panel-pleated skirt and long-sleeved blouse. Big
sister's low-sashed dress takes a matching vest for a three-
piece look.
Lucille Hart on Tuesday, May
12, at one o'clock in the after-
moon with Mrs. Rudy Dunn, vice-
president, presiding.
Mrs. Dewey. Grogan gave the
devotion from Matthew 5:16 and
the thought for the day which
was "God gives me fortitude to
endure the things which cannot
be changed, courage to change
the things that should be chang-
ed, and the wisdom to know one
from the other."
The roll call was by Mrs.
Ina Nesbitt with members an-
swering with an old custom that
could be revived today. Mrs.
Rneutdeya. Dunn gave the landscape
The lesson on "Outdoor Liv-
ing Area" was presented by
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt and Mrs. De-
wey Grogan. They said plan a-
head and build for livability,
privacy, and convenience. They
said beauty for lasting enjoy-
ment can be had with planting
flowers and shrubs.
Mrs. John T. Taylor directed
the recreation. Other members
present were Mesdames Pat
Thompson, Eva Curd, Myrtle
Madrey, Mavis Gibbs, Naomi
Barrett, .Woodrow White, John-
ny Roach, Eldridge Gee,,iand
Miss Reble Steely. Visitors *ere
ii".“7'llier-Collins and Mrs.
Susie Weatherford and son,
Matthew.
The next meeting will be held
at the City Park on Tuesday,
June 9, at ten a.m.
r
FLOUNDER SPECIAL
Wednesday-Friday - May 20, 21, 22
Free Perch or Cat-
fish for Pirates
under 6!
50( token charge for
stowaways 6-12
Open
4 p.m. Tues.-Sat.
11:30 a.m. Sunday
Taptain's
Highway 641
All You Can
Eat
$1•50
Served with Cole
Slaw, French Fries
and Hulhpuppies
Carry Out Orders
754-41-41
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IT'S THE RA II sailing the bounding main from Safi. Morocco,
to the "New World," the second attempt of Thor Heyerdahl
to prove the Egyptians could have made such a voyage in a
papyrus craft like this more than 5,000 years ago. The 36-
by-15-foot Ra II has a multi-national seven-man crew.
Wall Street
Clatter
,
NEW YORK (IIP 1)-Abr a-
ham & C& believes investors
are justified in focusing their
attention on the many "extraor-
dinarily attractive value s"
which are available at the
current average level of stock
prices because the Federal
Reserve appears to have
demonstrated its unwillingness
to countenance a further rise in
Interest rates and still greater
demoralization in the financial
markets. The lowering of the
margin requirements and the
massive open-market purchases
earlier this month "lustily
regarding the Board as a
powerful ally," the firm adds.
---
The "extremely low
prices" of most stocks today
are "difficult to reconcile" with
the actual performance and
value of the companies, accord-
ing to Film Bullard & Smyth.
The company believes that this
is an "outstanding time to be
out bargain hunting. .1or
stocks, It adds: "Now is the
time to look for stocks
(because) sethng climaxes are
and the "mania against owning
securities" is nearing an end.
- ---
The Dines Letter sees the
continued market drop as
indicating that "we are proba-
bly within the climatic 'killer
wave' of selling that might just
end this bear market." It feels
we are experiencing "panic
dumpings" similar to 1932 and
1962 and advises everyone to
"just stand back for another
week and let the dust settle."
Title change
HOLLYWOOD 4UP.D="The
Dubious Patriots" starring Tony
Curtis and Charles Bronson has
undergone a tide change Au
"You Can't Win 'Em All."
Medical cartoon 'bow
HOLLYWOOD(UPI)--Hanna-
Barbera Productions will pro-
duce a 15-minute cartoon @how
for the Southern California Med-
ical Association titled "The Driig
Scene."
* * •
'Voyeur' fibned
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)2
Bros. completed film-
ing "The Voyeur' with Marcell°
Mastroianm and Virna Lisi on
"II happening in individual stocks', location in London.
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SENSING THE NEWS
By Thurman Sensing
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Southern States Industrial Council
DE E PE N LNG CAMPUS DISORDERS'
THE VOICE OF THE PEOPL
As an expression of public
sentiment, nothing beats an elec-
lion. Nowadays there are innum-
berable polls purporting to show
what the people think. But an elec-
tion provides the only definitive
presentation.
The truth of this observation
was evidenced by the recent De-
mocratic primary election in To-
vas where incumbent Senator Ral-
ph W. Yarborough, a "dove" on
Vietnam and an advocate of 'lib-
eral" causes was defeated by Ll-
oyd M. Bentsen, Jr., former con-
gressman from the Rio Grande
Valley, No early public opinion
polls indicated the e::tent of con-
servative sentiment among Dem-
ocratic voters in Texas this spr-
ing, but the election showed that
it-exlst in massive 
and the upcoming general electior
In Tennessee are important fac-
tors in the changing nationX
political complexion. The "lib
erall" news media focus atten.
tion on the minority of radical
dissenters, many of them con-
centrated in the Northeast or
resident in the privileged sanc-
tuaries of large universities. But
the solid evidence indicates that
the protesters don't speak for the
American people. The protesters
are opposed to a strong America
and hate the free enterprise sys-
tem that gives this nation its pros-
perity and well-being, but they are
only a small segment of the
more than 200 million people of
the American Republic.
Americans of middle age who
have youngsters in college and
talk to them seriously about the
proportions. state It their Insatiitkons learn
Mr. Bentsen hammered hard
at Senator Yarborough's record
of support for the 1969 Vietnam
moratorium and on his votes on
such issues as busing of school
children and the volunteer prayer
amendment, as well as on the
Senator's political alliance with
radical Senators such as Eugene
McCarthy of Minnesota and Geor-
g,e McGovern of South Dakota.
The Democratic voters of Teal
as were unprepared to return to
the Senate a man committed to
the national "liberal" coalition.
Highly significant was the fact
that Senator Yarborough was one
of the four Senators from South-
ern or border states who voted
against Judge G. Harrold Cars-
well for the U. S. Supreme Court.
Mr. Bentsen now will face U.S.
Rep, George Bush, the Republican
nominee for the Senate, another
strong conservative. Thus the
voters in Texas will have to
decide which of the two candida-
tes Is the most conservative and
Is best qualified to serve the
state in the Senate.
No doubt the defeat of Senator
Yarborough has sent shock waves
through "liberal" ranks in all
parts of the country, It is a
clear indicator of public senti-
ment outside the radical enclav-
es in the Northeast.
The Southern and. border Sena-
tors who joined Senator Yarbor-
ough in voting agaltJodge Cars-
well must be the most alarmed
by the action of the voters in
(D-Va) and Marlow Cook (RSIC)(
Texas, Senators William
surely are enormously relieved
that they are not up for reelec-
tion this year and thus aren't
exposed to the voter retaliation
that struck Senator Yarborough.
Senator Albert Gore (D-Tenn)
Is exposed, however. He is seek-
ing reelection, and peopleoutside
the State of Tennessee cannot help
wondering whether the voters 01
the volunteer State will send
Senator Gore into retirement as
the Texas voters retired Senator
Yarborough. -
Senator Gore is every bit as
"liberal" as Senator Yarbor-
ough in trying to reduce the nat-
ion's nuclear defenses against
aggression. And as the Soviet
strategic military threat now loo-
ms larger than :ever, it is not
unlikely that Senitor Gore's me.
mTiership in the anti - prepared-
ness bloc in the Senate will be a
subject of voter attention in Tenn-
essee this year.
The primary election in Tem.The making of
"BUTCH CASSINI
ADD THE
SIMONIZE KID"
An on the set documentary narrated by George Roy Hill,
William Golcknan, Paul Newman, and Robert Redford
on the same program
111111 iPit
!HU IIWAS
tharkis Laughton's most memorable performance in a
documentary reconstruction of a multi-million-dollar film
abandoned over thirty years ago
EVERYONE WELCOME!!
lit RUN — OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
MAY 22 & 23
FRIDAY it SATURONY
8 p.m., MSU Aud. 501
SPONS0'1E0 BY THE
COVERNME
MAIL ()fumy looks real
logical on the T. L. Olson
farm, near Blanebardville,
iviiisrett litittereDzinair
ing the RFD round.'
that in most colleges and univer-
sities the radical or hippie ele-
ment is small. But the radicals
get the national publicity. Be-
cause of their activism and the
confusion of administrators, the
Left-liberal often take over the
college newspapers. The need,
of course, is for an end to apat-
hy on the part of responsible
Americans of all ages,, parents
and youngsters. There should
be public insistence that the med-
ia end its unbalanced news cov-
erage of national disturbances
and devote its attention to inves-
tigating the sources of the radi-
cals' financing instead of lavish-
ing publicity on the radicals'
propaganda doings.
College and university admin-
istrators have an obligation to
the taxpayers to remove from
student bodies those "students"
who want to make revolution in
• • •
on past population
trends over the past 180 years,
since the first census was taken
tr, 1790, the chances are that
the new center of population
will be in a rural area, in or
near a small community. -
The statisticians at the Cen-
sus Bureau have already tenta-
tively selected the spot—a point
in Looking Glass Township,
Clinton County, „Illinois, about
2'i miles southeast of New
Memphis and approximately 30
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Centers of U.S. population since 1790.
miles from St. Louis, Mo. Npw
Memphis is so small that the
Census Bureau does not even
list its population. However,
Looking Glass Townihip had a
population of 3,115 in 1960.
The statisticians are quick to
point out, however, that the es-
timates, based on July 1, 1949,
are subject to error, so the ex-
act location will not be an.-
flounced 'until later this year
after all the returns have been
processed. Celebrations in NrW
Memphis would therefore be
prernaturp,ast this time.
• • •
AS THE population of the
country grew from 3,929,214 in
1790 to an estimated more than
204 million and the nation ex-
panded beyond the narrow con,
fines of the eastern seaboard,
the center of population con-
Untied to move westward.
The center of population in
1790 was near Chestertown.
Md., 23 miles east of Baltimore,
Md. Since then it has moved,
through Virginia; West Virginia. -
Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana and Il-
linois until it reached in 1960 a
point 64 miles northwest of
Centralia, Ill., approximately 50;
mCes east of East St. Louis, Ill.
During this 180-year period,
the center moved 701 miles west
and 47 miles south of the first
center. The Census Bureau de-
fines the center of population
aa the point upon • which the
U.S. would balance, if it were
a rigid plane and its inhabitants
were distributed where they live
with 'each individual assured to
have equal weight.
• • •
FOLLOWING are centers of
population:. 1790, near Chester-'
town, Md., 23 miles from Balti-
more; 1800, near Glenwood, Md.;
1810, near Leesburg. Va., 40,
miles from Washington. D.C.;•
1820, near Moorefield, W. Va.;
1830, near Petersburg, W. Va.;
1840, near Clarksburg, %V. Va.;.
1850, near Parkersburg, W. Va.;,
1860, near Waverly, Ohio, 20
miles from Chillicothe, Ohio;'
1870, near iiillsboro, Ohto, 40
mites from---Cincinnati; 1880,
near Covington, Ky.; 1890,
Westport,' lad., 20 miles east of
Columbus, Tnd.; 1900, six
east of Columbus, Ind.; 1910,
Bloomington. Ind.; 1920, near:
Whitehall, Ind., •(near Spencer,'
Ind.); 1930, near Linton, Id.;'
1940, near Carlisle, Ind.; 1950„
Olney, Ill.; 1960, near Centralia,
Beginning with the 1950 cen-
sus, Alaska and Hawaii were
included in the determination of'
the population center.
campus halls. To this end, radi-
cals should be ousted from cam-
pus newspapers and responsible,
patriotic college students be plac-
ed in charge.
The primary election in Texas
suggests that this course of action
would sit well with the electorate.
The American people aren'tradi-
cal and they don't want to be
represented by men who won't
stand up against the radicaliza-
tion of America.
Festival entry
HOLLYWOOD (UP!)- "The
Buttercup Chair.'" will be Colum-
bia Pictures' entry in this year's
Cannes Film Festival.
Topical film
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)7"What
Are we. Going to do ?Without
Skipper? "is the title of National
General's new movie dealing
with the roots of violence among
people in the United States
today.
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THURSDAY — MAY 21. 1970
Center of U. S. Population Moves Westward Again
By RAYMOND WILCOVE
Central Press Association
Correspondent
WASHINGTON -- Somewhere
In the United States there is .a
city, community or location that
will become famous this year
as a result of the 1970 decen-
nial census of the United States.
It will become America's new
center of population, a distinc-
tion that it win hold for the
next 10 years, until the decen-
nial census is taken again in
1980.
If it is a large city, it won't
mean much as things go these
days. But if it is a small com-
munity. its selection as the new
population center will give it
prominence. It will be like mon-
ey in the bank for its residents.
A suitable marker will be
erected and tourists by the
thousands will flock to be pho-
tographed beside icso they can
tell the folks- back home, "I
stcod at the center of the popu-
lation of the United States.".
They will also spread their lar-
gesse and new motels, restau-
rants, gas stations and other
facilities will undoubtedly spring
up as they .clo at all tourist
ienters.
EASED
I.
••••••
IF YOU CA" SEW A STITCH. . .
DON'T MISS THIS TREMENDOUS BUY!!
Director-producer team
HOLLYWOOD (UPI),-Direc-
tor George Roy' Hill and produc-
er Paul Monash, who joined
forces for "Butch Cosi and
the Sundance Kid," will film
"Slaughterhouse-Five," a satire
on World War II prison camps.
REGULAR $1.99 YARD — FAMOUS "ABBOT" MILLS
50% FORTREL POLYESTER & 50% COTTON
CHATTER CLOTH
PRINTS
Famous "Abbot" Kettle Type, 'Chatter Cloth Prints at the low-
est price even l All brand new Spring and Summer 1970 prints.
Never befors such fine quality at such- a low, low price. -DorrIt
miss this.woncierful Sports:45ga Fabric Buy!
OUR UNBELIEVABLL LOW PRICE .
Pe "ABBOT" MILLS CHATTER CLOTH
10  50%FORTREL AND 50% COTTON
fro 45- WIDE, FIRST QUALITY
Jo' FULL BOLTS, MACHINE WASHABLE
v0 ALL BRAND NEW SUMMER '70 PRINTS
ho SAVE 51 .11 ON EVERY YARD YOU BUY
Only at Remnant House can you save 40%, 50%, yes even
40 on First Quality Famous Name Fashion Fabrics! It's
the one and only Mill-Outlet of the World's Finest Fabrics!
•
YD.
101/51"
204 W. Washington Paris, Tenn.
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Army Accused Of "Stacking
The Deck" In Massacre Case
By DAVID HASKELL
BOSTON (UPI)-The attor-
ney for one of the soldiers
accused of murder in the
alleged My Lai massacre in
Vietnam charged Tuesday the
Army is frustrating attempts
by defense lawyers to provide a
fair trial for the defendants.
"There's no way in the world
that these guys can properly
defend themselves," said attor-
SIX CHILDREN, FIVE DIFFERENT SCHOOLS—Mrs. Emily J. Rice manages a smile along with
her six children in LaGrange. Ga., in spite of the fact that she will have to hustle them off
to five different schools beginning next September under the city's desegregation plan.
They range in age from 6 to 13.
POLLUTION CONTROL—This complex-looking installation is turning trash into a harmless,
'cdoiless gas through a tew process being tested in St. Louis by Monsanto's Enviro-Chem
Systems, Inc. The process is pyrolysistitin this case the burning of a substance in absence
of oxygen End the reburninc of resulting gases. Thus solid wastes are made to disappear.
What s A Congressmarts First Duty
To Represent His District
. . . at the right time and in the right place when needed.
Even though First District Congressman Frank Albert
Stubblefield has been unable to see personally all of his
supporters and constituents during this campaign, he
wants you to know he needs and appreciates your support
and vote. Frank Albert knows the importance of cam-
paigning in an off-year election. But he also knows First
District matters come first. In the past few days, for ex-
ample . .
Waterlewer Measure Upped 101500 Million
The House has voted FOR an amendment to raise the
DHUD appropriation for basic, water and 'sewer grants
from a proposed $150-million to $500-million. Vital to
our -district, -the wrnendmen- t was passed 7344,:65., with
about one-third of the Congressmen on hand iij this elec-
tion year.
Frank Albert Stubblefield Was There
to vote FOR . . . as well as on hand for many other
issues in the national interest.
• Vote For On-The-Job
STUBBLEFIELD
Tuesday, May 26, 1070
Paid for by Stubblefield For Congress Campaign Committee
T. Sledd. Murray. Ky. , Treasurer
—
Pickles Are
Profits On
Small Farms
By Navy's Shackelford
LEXINGTON, Ky. - For the
past five years or so, University
of Kentucky Extension Agents
in various counties in the state
have encouraged farmers to
grow cucumbers for the pickle
iaxhuitry.
There is, according to the
Pickle Packers International,
Inc., sand thinking behind this
effort. Americans are profound-
ly addicted to cucumber pickles
and the demand isn't likely to
decree* in the future. There-
fore cucumber production can
be a profitable sideline for most
farmers, small or otheiavise.
To give an idea of the im-
poitance of pickles, Americans
censumed 18 billion of them
lest year, or about eight pounds
Also more pounds of pick-.
lea were picked and packed in
the Chited States than canned
peaches, corn, peas, apple sauce,
or tomatoes. With all this be-
ing true as the PPI states, then
growing a patch of cucumbers
seems to be a sure-fire way of
adding to the farm income.
Cucumber pickles are deeply
rooted in American history.
They arrived in the New World
with Columbus and, vitaim-pack-
ed, later saved many a pioneer
family from scurvy and other
ills usually visited upon those
lacking vegetables for long per.
icicle For many generations,
frontier farm families in Amer-
ica depended on their CUCUMb-
er patches for the only green
vegetable they could preserve
through the long and seeming-
ly endless winters.
Also down through the cent-
uries, pickles have played an
important role in world history
Cleopatra claimed they made
her beautiful; Julius Caesar said
they made his legions fight bet-
ter, and Emperor Tiberius at-
tributed his long life-95 years
-to them.
It is also written that Queen
Elizabeth I and King John were
pickle fanciers, and American
fans included George Washing-
ton, John Adams, and Dolly
Madison. As had been told too,
Calvin Coolidge's fondness for
silence was matched only by
his love for pickles.
And not to be left out of this
roster of notable world figures
who doted on pickles is Thom-
as Jefferson who wrote: .1
know of nothing more comfort-
ing tha na fine spiced pickle,
brought up trout-like from the
sparkling depths of that aro-
matic jar below stairs in,,Aunt
Sally's cellar_"
Besides being historic and
mouth-watering, cucumber pick-
les are high in vitamins A, B-1,
B-,2, and C. Since the average
dill pickle counts only 11 calor-
ies, nutritionists say they are
valuable in the weight-reducing
diet.
There's no doubt about it. the
cucumber pickle lies close to
the American heart. It is a part
of the good old American tra-
dition for producing good things
to eat And :right now growing
cucumbers for piskies can be
a profitable enterprise down on
the farm.
ney Frank G. McGee Jr, who is
representiog Spec.4 Vjlllamn
Doherty, 21, of Boston.
McGee told UPI he decided to
break his silence over the case
because the "Army is stacking
the deck" against the men
accused in the incident which
reportedly occurred March 16,
1968, in My Lai 4, a hamlet in
South Vietnam. Hundreds of
civilians allegedly were slaugh-
tered by American soldiers.
Seven other enlisted men and
four officers are charged in
addition to Doherty.
For example, he said, since
March 31 he has filed 16
motions with the Army at FL
McPherson, Ga., 3rd Army
headquarters where Doherty is
stationed.
Receives No Answers
"I have not even received a
piece of correspondence ack-
nowledging receipt of those
motions. Absolute total silence
on the part of the prosecution,"
McGee said.
The Army's action, and lack
of action, McGee said, has been
"all designed to make me
quit."
Because the Army has failed
to cooperate with McGee
other defense attorneys in
gathering their own statements
from alleged survivors of the
Incident, McGee said, "Right
now, we're in a position of
having to use only statements
taken by investigators for the
prosecution."
The defendants, he said, are
in deep despair because of the
growing feeling they won't get
_ fair trial, "They can't
possibly get a fair trial,"
McGee said. "The Army, the
government- they want a coo-
viction in this case."
Will Tell Story
The defendants will tell their
story at the trial, McGee said,
"but the frustrating thing Is the
inability to prepare a defense
knowing that the very govern-
ment that says you are entitled
to a fair trial is steamrolling
you, grinding you right into the
ground."
He said in the beginning,
ere was a "tacit agreement'
there would be as little pretrial
publicity as possible in order to
guerantee the defendants a fair
tolal. But, McGee said, the
Army has villated that agree-
ment.
"The Army, in my opinion,
has deliberately given their
Kies over the authors whose
Woks say flatly that a
massacre took place, that
murders took place;" lie said.
Makeup of censorship board
MANILA (UPI)-Nearly half
(eight of 18) of the Philippine
Board of Censors for motion
pictures are newsmen or their
wive.. 11-..c others include a re-
serve officer, a public school
teacher, a playwright, a high
school principal, a women's club
president, a former ambassador
and a representative each of the
Catholic and Protestant
churchr.
Gov. Nunn To Deliver 'Major
Address' At Son's Graduation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) - offered to state television sure
Gov, Louie B. Nunn will deliver tions.
what his office termed "a major The governor's son. Steve, is
address on student unrest ii among the graduating seniors.
campus disruption" May 28, it Nunn also has a busy schedule
was announced Monday. this week. On Wednesday, he and
Nunn's address, during corn Commerce Commissioner Paul
mencement exercises at Frank Grubbs will fly to New York for
fort High School, will be carrii. appointments with three industri-
live by statewide radio networ 4 at prospects.
and a pre-filmed copy will The pair will attend a dinner
that night sponsored by Modern
Manufacturing Magazine at which
a Kentucky - based corporation
will be recognized as a winner
SAD IS THE WORD for this
Vietnamese man as he is
taken by bus to an undis-
closed destination at Phnom
Penh, Cambodia capital. His
hands are bound and he car-
ries a rosary. He is 'suspected
of being a Viet Cong.
FOR SALE
The Buel Stroud Property
Sealed Bids Are Now Being Accepted
•On the Buel Stroud Proem located at 702 West Main
Street. Murray. Kent:: k'. The bids will be opened on
May 23. 1970. at 2 pr:i it] the Directors Room of the
Bank 4 Murray.
, Should. the bids be sulfIcictit or cover the debts and cost
of administration. then th, tiLdilestirid will be accepted,
otherwise, all bids will tttri ected.
Interested parties rim:. either of the persons
listed below.
MARJORIE SHROAT H .J I E. Administratdx of firs Estate
of Dual Stroud.
k
LULA IVIE ROBERTSON, only Mat Under Terms of
Vrvvt—TA
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THURSDAY EVENirk PROGRAMS
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Tvr: rho= The Mery Griffin Show "The Brass IllottW'
The Mery Griffin Show Movie 
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•a. :30 The Avengers The Mk Covert Show
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In the publication's 36th annual
top ten plants competition.
Nunn will participate in a cere-
mony here Thursday honoring
the late Louisville philanthropist
J. Graham Brown. A portrait
of Brown, who died last year,
will be hung in the capitol in
recognition of his contribution
to Kentucky.
The governor will go to Bar-
dstown Friday morning to attend
The Dick Coven sere the dedication of the new Lily-
Tulip Company Paper ContainerFRIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
5
6 ewsLice trainiliGce:al Show McHale's Navy
7 031: TodriV Scene Ted.Yrre7i;74 Mulch
plant,
Caustm Journal  On Sunday, Nunn will be prin-
cipal speaker at the 126th corn-
Military Institute at Lyndon. That
evening he will attend bacculau-
reate services for the Frankfort
High graduating class.
BoRe
Solo
MT MI" Kangaroo ICAVZ8- toiarShow  I 
9 :40 It Takes Two; Hawaii* Mks Douglas Show Berbera Moor. Show:31/Concentration Ow Mae Douglas Show He Said—She Said 
IA :ar Sale of the CenturvAndy of Mayberry Bewitched
:10 Hollywood Sauer* Lows of Life That Girl . 
1 1 31 ,trZat, Newts rarrnceh tTri TPeo.ni rart Is l'"Wirt74 l'aryte"t"
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7 .00 Reef , The Tim Conway ShowThe Brady Bunch30 Name of the Ratne Hossn's Mirage The Ghost S. Mrs. Muira :00 Name of Me Game Movie: Here Come Ma Bridesgm  :30 Name of If,. Game ^The Man Who ShotHent Coma the Brides
1
. a :10 Nashville Music Lilberhr Valance" Love, American StyleJr :30 DM Reeves Movie Love, American Style 
itt, :00 News; Whir.; Sporinthrws; Mgr.; Sports News; Whir,; SmartsIS? :30 Th. Tonight Show Perry Mee* Movie; 
1 I :00 The Tanieht Show Perry Meese Moyleg ..8) TM Tonight Short Parry mason **Corolla or atm-
" tt) :00 The Avengers Perry Mason Moyle* t30  The Avengers Moyle: The Dick Cavell Show
• I _ .0e
III .)II 
"Illehmen Heaven The Dick Coyish Show
And Heft" The Dick Camlf Show
Freddy R. Windsor
Serving ln Vietnam
Sp/4 Freddy R. Windsor is now
serving with the U. S. Army in
Vietnam and has been in Vietnam
since September, 1969.
Windsor is a 1968 graduate of
Calloway County High School and
entered the service in April of
1969. He took his basic training
at Fort Knox.
He was awarded the Army
Commendation Medal in March
of 1970,
Windsor is the son of Mr. and
Mrs, R. B. Windsor of Route 7,
Murray.
His address is:
Sp/4 Freddy R, Windsor
401-72-6892
Trp B 3/5 Calv. 2nd Pit.
APO San Francisco, Cal. 96477
WE SALUTE THE REALTORS
OF OUR COMMUNITY! ip
QV1, 11,
REAL ESTATE
No one knows the neighborhoods,
the streets, the houses—and the particular
one for you—like a Realtot
In finding homes, he's the specialist.
In financing homes, we're the specialists.
So, when you've found the right house,
come in and see us for a home loan
tailored to your needs. • -
MURRAY _BRANCH'
FEDERAL SAYINGS & LOAN ASSN.
304 E Main
- irr. -753Sott-
BAN
Th
▪ amp ha mit.-
a
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BANK OF MURRAY PEOPLES BANK
DEES BANK OF HAZEL
Announce That They Are Now Agents For
BANKILmER cAR
These Progressive Area Merchants Will Now Honor BankAmericard
Adam's Shoe Store
Dr. H. B. Bailey Jr.
Barrett's Union 16
Big K
Bilbrey's Car And Home Supply
Dr. H. M. Byrn
Buckingham Ray, LTD.
Bucy - Parker Lumber Company
Carraway Furniture
Carroll Volkswagen Inc.
The Cherry's
The College Shop
Cook's Jewelry
Corn Austin
Crass Furniture
Dale & Stubblefield
Darnell Marine Sales
Direct Oil Company
Early Bird.OiI Company
E. SDiiguids & Company
Enix Interiors
Family Shoe Store
Fenton & Hodge
Five Points Ashland
Furches Jewelry
Gene & Joe's Florist
Graham & Jackson
Green's Ashland
Hendon's Phillips 66
Hook's Wheel Alignmemt
Hughes Paint Store
Johnson's Grocery
BANKAMERICARD
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURES
JOHN DOE
'4k 0 00 00 * BAC
1,53 1 5E3 ?/32 000
1. - Good for almost everything
BankAmericard is a retail credit card accepted by merchants in al-
most every kind tf business. It is also a travel and entertainment
card accepted by airlines, Service stations, car rentals, hotels, motels
and restaurants across the oolmtry. It replaces the need for most
credit cads.
2. You receive just one monthly bill
BankAmericard permits shopping everywhere, but you receive only
one monthly bill. No longer do you have to write 20 to 30 checks
each month. You receive one statement each month covering all
your BankAmericard purchases. You need write only one check for
these.
3. Let BankAmericard do your bookkeeping
Signed sales tickets of ali purchases are included in your monthly
statement. You are able to keep an accurate record of major pur-
chases throughout the year to assist you in your budgeting and tax
computing. No longer do y oU have to spend hours writing checks,
addressing envelopes and balancing your check book.
4. There are no annual membership fees or
dues
No clues, no annual Ch.rg.s, niVesietbership fees. You pay nothing to go
BankAswaticard. There ace no service charges if yew pay your IlsedliAmasv•
'can, bill wtthin 23 &Dye of statement ds. -
5. You can spread your payments over a
period of time
If you'd like to spread your payments overaco lanvoennientyopeu an pariod, help
yourself to BankAmericard's extended payment 
just 5% of your balance ($10.00 minimum) per Month, plus a small
service charge.
6. You Do Not Have To Be A Customer Of A
Local Bank
to PlY 
for Is
an exciting banking iao, available to . • Ba rdor.not.we
will want you to apply for 11:inkAntericareL Applications are now avail-
able at rarticipatine rrorrh'ir t, and your local banks.
Taylor Motors
Thomas Honda Sales
Thurman Furniture Company
Trotters Gulf Service
Wallace Book Store Inc.
Johnson's Sinclair
I & S Oil Company
Kuhn's Variety. Store
Lad & Lassie
Lassiter & McKinney Datsun
Lassiter & McKinney Glass Co.
Leach's Music & TV
Lindsey's Jewelers
J. E. Littleton & Company
Lovett Brothers Gulf
Martin Oil Company
Master Tire Union 76
McClard's Shell Service
Midtowner Motel
Murray Home & Auto
Murray Machine And Tool
Murray Sewing Center
Murray Tire Mart
Vasco
The Place
• Parker ford, inc.
• ,1 • as 
portion, ps
Ray's Union 76
Robert's Oil Co.
Ross Standard Oil
Sanders-Purdom Motor Sales
Scotties Standard
Settle Workman
Shipley Youth Shop
Wallis Drug Store Shirley Florist
Ward & Elkins The Shoe Tree
Western Auto Store Southside Phillips 66
Wiggins Furniture Suiter Shell Station
641 Super Shell
Dwain jaylor Chevrolet Inc.
ANY MERCHANT DESIRE THE BANKAMERICARD PROGRAM SHOULD CONTACT MS LOCAL BANK AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
" ..rwar,••••••••••••• - • —
Handcraft
Outlet Opens,
Beaver Dam
PAGE EIGHT
CAMBODIA ACTION -A wounded member of the U.S. llth Armored Cavalry Regiment gets
a bit of comfort from two buddies while awaiting evacuation at smoldering ruins of a rub-
ber plantation during battle action near Snuol. Cambodia. (Radiophoto)
By Alice Aiken
Special Writer
-FRANICFORT, Ky. - In a few
weeks &nomads of Kentucky
teenagers will be job hunting.
----marritt S. Dells .11.;eftninneW
loner of Economic Security, said
his dkpartmeut again will find
summer jobs for young people
when possible.
.1Vo WWI to -.--our re
ord of last yap, ve placed
6500 out of 11,000 applicants
between the ages of 16 and 21,V
Delfts said.
"I am urging employers throw
ghost the state to cooperate by
making jobs available," he added.
Delta said employers would be
helping themselves by hiring you-
ths In summer work.
"These young people can be
a definite economic asset. They
are eager to work and learn,"
he said.
Many, according to Delta ,will
be from hardcore poverty areas
and most earn the money to re-
titrn to school in the fall.
"Others will be seeking %dna-
tile on-the-jobtraining experience
that will help them determine
lifetime vocations." Employers
seeking more information should
call their nearest State Employ-
ment Service Office, he said.
Industrial React Main Street
(Behind Adams' Welding)
753-8692
We Do All Types of Pai Ited
V, Signs and Custom Art
,
ICARB 111411111.wiew""
NO GIFTS UK 
E
•
..... •
11.- G-1FTS FORAPOIR
OUR
1
. ,.
LINGERIE
1/2
Keg. 12.9942.59
Reg. 11.99-31.59
.1
.1,
, ....,'
...
- - FAMOUS NAME
LADIES
SLIPS
Reg. $2.9942.59 — 2 $3
Reg. $3.99-83.59 - 2117
_
- -
LADIES
SLIPS
____ 2/$5
- 243
-4
FAMOUS NAME
LUGGAGE
25%
OFF REG. PRICE
LADIES STRAW
HANDBAGS
Reg. 15.99 - $5.00
Reg. $4.99 - 24.00
. MEN'S
Knit &Spoct ,Shirts
Sbort Sleeve-- Perm. Press
Reg. $3.9943.59 - 2 87
Reg. $2.99-$2.59 - 2 $3
MEN'S.
$....WIASUITS ' ----,..
Reg. $3 99 $3.59
2 for '7
BOYS
SWIM SUITS
Reg. 12.99-1259
2 for '5.00
MEN'S
SPORT SHIRTS
Short Sleeve
'1.88
nal 1.....s.velr
Start Sleove Rib Nylon
KNIT SHELLS
68.98 Values - $3.99
AIRWAY
LUGGAGE
1/2 Price
Famous Name
Sleeveless Textured
NYLON SHELLS
Also Cotton Stripe
Reg. $2.59 -- 2 25
MEN'S
Special Group
SPORT COATS
81E1.98
Others to $24$
Table Model
RADIOS
$12.98
Others to $21.91
YOUNG MEN'S
SLACKS
85.98
Others 54.98 to 522111
Men's Light Weight
JACKETS
$3 and $4
Others to $8.98
Ideal Gift for Young Men
Heavy Duty Deck
Canvas Oxfords
Whit N.V.', '71/1“, q. 11
143.77
RmANs
II ACTIN -frilA RANTE. q
By STEWART HENSLEY
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Pres-
ident Nixon's top advisers
that after assessing its losses
Camhodia, Hanoi will signal th
United States that the Comm
nists are ready for a comPro
ise settlement of the
War at the peace table.
It Is possible but
Improbable.
Intelligence reports, as
as the public statements
actions of Hanoi and its
supporters, indicate a harden-
ing of their attitudes.
Even if those reports at -
discounted to some extent
the basis of ideological
there is open evidence of
stiffening of the Communists
attitude -in Hanoi and P
and also in Moscow.
The Nixon administration
considered by many critics
current U.S. policy to be gull
of the same erroneous assump-
tions which. they contr.
plagued the Eiseepower, Kenn
dy and Johnson 'administrations
in their efforts to deal with the
Southeast Asia.problem.
The erroneous assumption is
that the Asian Communists,
any given situation, pan be
expected to react along lines
logical to the West Conan&
-ing this error, in the view
critics inside and outside the
government, is the failure of
this and previous administra•
tines to understand what the
Vietnam War is all about.
The Geneva Agreements,
which the United States op-
posed, were considered by all
other participating countries to
be a face-s ving method of
giving Haboi the whole country.
first at Shepherdsville that open- ' They created the "Republic
ed earlier this spring, features
authentic handcrafts of skilled
Kentucky artisans.
Mrs. Mary O'Hara, director
of Arts and Crafts, is originator
of the Kentucky handcraft outlet
plan. She and four regihaal sup-
etvisors select items to sell
that represent craftsmen from
all parts of the state.
Visitors to Kentucky can find
traditional articles of early colo-
nial days - some, objects of
beauty, others that were necess-
ary to daily-tffe:
The corn shuck dolls, the hand
made quilts, ceramic jewelry
" unusual changes from
the in Tted gift items usually
found in ouvenir shops.
A thir,_ outlet is scheduled
to open at Pine Mountain State
Park late this month.
by Lois Campbell
BEAVER DA  Ky. - A second
handcraft outlet of the Division of
Arts and. Craftsewas opened re-
cently near here on the Western
Kestunky Parkway.
The small shop, similar to the
Profitable patches
AK RON. Ohio (UPI) -About
30 million pairs of ho', 's pants
will be reinforced at the knees
wear-resistant filin this ',ear.
ompared with 25 million pairs
.3st .r. according to Henn, I.
..1, general manager of fi.F.
;,,odnch adhesives. More than
80 garment 'manufacturers are
applying the plastil -like patch
material to the inside of Ive,,
pants at the knees lu using heat
and pressure during the inanu-
fat. turing protest', he
ELEPHANTINE PLUS March
Lock heol secretary.
r"e heels in tturbank.
(•.,hf t,, IhaniatiZe the
f rt find :I, light-
- : 4111 (lo, ol ni.it.•ri:,1 dilf- -
o•f1,1101 ithstiincl
-t,ps in Its M.N.
I. 1 rtrSt.ir (Me
, • ni.1t ..11/1 r
',• h• ITL
• in ton
't onl ntiti4
t nu.n*
of Vietnam" with the capital at
Hanoi, and provided that South
Vietnam should be a state
within the French Union
pending the elections- which
were never held.
In 1955, Ngo Dinh Diem
seized power and converted
South Vietnam into a republic
which President Dwight Eisen-
hower and his secretary o
state, John Foster Dulles,
hastened to build up with
economic aid, a military
adyisnry grow_ and some war
equipment.
The U.S. action, in Hanoi's
view, constituted an effort to
deny the late Ho Chi Math and
his followers the rightful fruits
of the revolution which they
had been waging since 1942
against the Japanese and the
French.
Against this background, and
WS- Pmieet
in Luxembourg
LUXEMBOURG (UPI)-
The American chemical com-
pany, Monsanto, has announced
a multi-million dollar project to
produce nAon carpet yarns at
its plant in Echternach.
Dutch buy more cars
AMSTERDAM (UPI)-Car
sales in Holland were 23 per cent
higher during the first quarter of
this year, than they were in the
corresponding period of 1969,
reports the Dutch car dealers
association. Opel led the latest
quarterly standings with 11.2 per
cent of total sales. Volkswagen
was runnerup with 10.2 per cent.
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Canadian cooperative
OTTAWA (UPI)_A newly
fonned cooperative of indepen-
dent Canadian film makers has
received' a $4,000 grant from
the Canada Council. The gift
will help the Canada Film
Cooperative in making prints of
independently-produced films
for distribution in Canada and
abroad
ONE
BLOUSES
ONE
GROUP
GROUP
.
.
. .
& SLACKS 
. .
 1/2 T. 1/2Price
COATS ALL-PURPOSE and RAINCOATS 1/21 To ih ANDLess
ONE GROUP . . . .
DRESSES •PARTY DRESSSES•
EARLYSPRINGCOSTUMES- - - - 1/2 TO 1/2 AND Less• 4
One Group ,, One Group
HANDBAGS SCARVES'
1/2 and Less 75t to $2.00.
One Box 
• ,
One Group
, JEWELRY SLIPS & BRAS
1/2Price 1/2Price
ONE GROUP . . . 
,
GOWNS ROBES P.J.s SCUFFS
1/2 Price
* OPEN 9 :00 A.M. *
NO APPROVALS-or RETURNS of SALE MERCHANDISE
MADEMOISELLE
111S. 4th Street
SHOP
Phone 753-3882
/
•Abbie 'N Slats
NEAR AS I CAN MAKE OUT.
THOSE INDIAN YOUNGSTERS' RE
CAVORT, NI' AROUNKD THE CAMPUS
DRESSED UP LIKE THEIR
ANCESTORS --AND p.
NOW T4EY'I7E
BUILDIN
Li l' oller
)CU GOT ANY
NOTION WHY
THEY'RE DOIN'
THAT, AUNT
ABBIE ?
-
7I HEAR THAT THEYRE
PLANNIN' T' TAKE OVER.
THE WHOLE CAMPU6„,
OW
• An 1Wassl home
ulisues 0 ck.vatta ,4 41-4EN TH' ANGEL-CAKE GANG'
  SENDS YOU A ANGEL-CAKE
IT'S A - 50/3.f ANKIOUNCEMEKIT i
---) YOU'RE. GONNA BE A ANGEL-
-7 READY On MOT'. ri  •
i --1_
I
50 WHILE I GOT
A FEW MINUTES
TO LIVE-I WANTA
RAT ON MN/
BOSS ;BENNY
TI-I' BAKER"!!
AN' "GET BACK WNAT'S
R/SIIMILLY OgRS," I OVER -
NEARt, YOUNG HIAWATHA MARK
SAi T' BETTY OAPPLECIEAR !
ITS QUITTI
TIME. DELIVER
IT IN THE
MORNING!!
IMURSDAY - MAY 71.
May is Frigic
pleasure beci
yourself morn
1101
Save.on
all Frigidair
Air Conditic
during May
Frigidaire
Month!
Service is as
near as your
phone from
Ward-Ellcins
111111111111111
81111111111111
At Ward-Elk
back! Ward
_
STORES IN:
MURRAY
MAYFIELD
BENTON
PADuCAN
PARIS, TENN.
TEURSDAY — MAY 21. IWO
FRIGIDAIRE
R is TIME — MURRAY LENTO AT
May is Frigidaire Month! All Frigidaire Appliances/ are Reduced in Price by both Ward-Elkins and General Motors. Service at Ward-Elkins is not a problem, it is a
pleasure because Ward-Elkins has a full staff of trained service men. Help Ward-Elkins make May, 1970, the largest month of their 16 years of business and save
yourself money by doing it!!
''''''''''1111111111111111111111111111111111811 II
Model AE-12MR
Save.on
all Frigidaire
Air Conditioners
during May
Frigidaire
Month!
Service is as
near as your
phone from
Ward-Elkins.
01111111111
1111M1111111111
41,t4
FRIGIDAIRE
Model AEP-8MN
INSTALLATION
in normal
window.
BUY NOW . .
. PAY LATER!
Inimmittitiminimissusmussii 
At Ward-Elkins they guarantee every home they air condition or your money
b a c k! Ward-Elkins will air condition your home for Only
$2.50 Per Week
backed by General Motors!
A one-year Warranty for re-
pair of any defect in die-
entire -food freezer, plus a
four-year Warranty for re-
Irgeratlng system.
SPOILAGE
WARRANTY -
for extra security! No
stronger Food Spoilage
Warranty offered by any
other manufacturer. Owner
or user will be reimbursedless $500 for each and
frxerY food soollaQs eke to
mechanical failure of
freezer at anytime within
5 years from date of de-
livery to original purcheer,
STORES IN:
MURRAY
MAYFIELD
BENTON
PADUCAH
PARIS, TENN.
Washer Model WAN— S,ngre ag,tate
and sp,9 speeds 3 cycles Snowcres!
o^ly
Washer Model WCDAN-2 agitate
• speeds. 2 spin speeds. 4 cycles. Color
choice- Avocado, Colonial Copper, Har-
vest Gold. Snowcrest White.
PER WEEK
MI • 11CALIIICI
NI COO Anal
Washer Model WCDN-2 agitate
speeds. 2 spin speeds. 7 cycles. Color
choice: Avocado. Colonial Copper, Har-
vest Gold. Snowcrest White.
WasherModel WA2N-2 agitate speeds
2 spin speeds. 3 cycles. Snowcrest
White only.
Washer Modal WCDATN-2 agitate speeds.
3 spin speede—including "Rapidry-1000."
5 cycles. Color choice: Avocado, Colonial
Copper. Harvest Gold, Snowcrest White
Wash*, Modal WIN-2 agitate speeds.
4 spin speeds—including "Rapidry-
1000." 7 cycles. Dial Fabrics Selector,
Options Selector. Color choice: Avocado, 4
Colonial Copper, Harvest Gold, Snow- •
crest White. .
Frost Proof 15 Foot Upright
STORES IN:
MURRAY
MAYFIELD
BEN TON
PADUCAH
PARIS, TENN.
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Manson May Be Sole Witness
For Defense In Murder Trial
By JACK V. FOX
LOS ANGELUS (UPI) —
Charles Manson is expected to
be the sole defense witness
among those accused in the
Sharoo Tate murders, sources
close to the bizarre case said
Tuesday.
Manson and three young
women— 'sail Atkins. Patricia
Kreowinkel and Leslie Von
Houten—are scheduled to go to
trial June 15. The women are
not expected to testify, although
It was Miss Atkins' statement
to a grand jury that brought
their indictment.
A fourth young member of
the "Manson Family," Linda
Kasabian, is reported prepared
to appear for the state
regarding the killing of Miss
Tate and four others at the
actress' canyon estate Aug. 9
and the slayings Of grocer Leon
LaBtanca and his wife the next
evening.
Although she was pictured in
Miss Atkins' grand jury ac-
count of the slayings as never
having entered either home, she
was for a month a member of
the "family" and will be the
key state witness in trying to
establish Manson was the
mastermind of a conspiracy to
kill out of hatred for the
"square" world.
Acts as Lookout
Miss Atkins told the grand
jury Miss Kasabian acted as a
lookout during the killings at
both homes and then accompa-
nied the band in their "creepie
crawlies" (black clothing) back
to the Svlin Ranch, the
onetime Western movie set
they used as a commune.
Manson is not accused of
actually committing any of the
murders. He was not even
present at the Tate residence
and, according to Miss Atkins,
he tied up the LaBlancas but
left the house and waited
outside in a car while the two
were killed.
The whole case against
Manson, therefore, hinges on
orovine a conspiracy.
The prosecutors who wiR
handle the case are Deputy
District Attorneys Aaron SID.
vita and Vincent Bugllosi.
Bugliosi says the state will
pro.,..on the court-tested
'of "vicarious conspire.
"That theory holds that wee
a conspiracy is entered into,"
Bugliosi says, "each member of
the conspiracy is criminally
responsible for all the crimes
committed by his coconspira-
tors if said crimes were in
furtherance of the object of the
conspiracy."
Raman* P. Clifton
Trial May Be Delayed ,
There is a possibility the trial
may be delayed. That depends
on the extradition from McKtn-
ney, Tex., of Charles Watson,
who was said by Miss Atkins to
have actually committed all but
one of the murders.
Superior Court Judge Charles
H. Older may have difficulty
preventing Manson from dis-
rupting the proceedings with
outbursts that have marked
preliminary hearings.
If Manson does take the
stand, the prosecutor is expect-
ed to have a weird experience
in cross examination.
t'l can just imagine what will
happen," said one veteran
lawyer. "The prosecutor will
ask him, 'Where were you on
the night of Aug. 97' and
Manson will reply, 'What is
t?' "
11.11111ftia..-
ISRAEL OR ELSE seems to be
the word here as George J.
Tomeh, Syria's ambassador
to the U.S.., tells the U.N.
Security Counell n N e w
York that if Washing:teal
cannot hold Israel in check,
the Arab nations will feel
free to cut off oil supplies.
The U.S. investment in Arab
oil runs- about $2 billion.
First Woman
Named Head,
Optometrists
Dr. Ramona Porter Clifton of
Bardstown, Kentucky, became
the first woman president of
the Kentucky Optometric As-
sociation at the 68th Annual
Dingreas at the Campbell House
inn in Lexington. Dr. Clifton
succeeded Dr. James M. Byin
of Murray who had served since
June, 1969.
The Kentucky Opbxnetric As-
sociation, established in 1902,
is one of the oldest profession-
al associations in the state. Its
purpose is to provide for the
advancement of the art and sci-
ence of visual care and to ad-
o minister to the mutual interests
of the optometric profession
Dr. Clifton, known through-
out the state and the optomet-
ric profession for her charm
and professional skill, was born
in Central City, Kentuchg, After
graduation from Southelin Col-
lege of Optometry, Memphis,
Tennessee, she has practiced in
Bardstown since October, 1947.
Dr. Clifton has held many im-
portant Offices and positions
slice entering the profession of
Optometry. She was Secretary
of the KOA from 1948 to 1950,
and a member of the Kentucky
Board of Optometric Examiners
from 1952 to 1960.
In 1964, the Kentucky Op-
tometric Associatioo bestowed
its highest honor on Dr. Clifton
as she was named Outstanding
Kerrucky Optometrist of the
Year. Active in other areas,
Dr. Clifton is a member of the
American School Health Assoc-
iation, the National Eye Be-
smirch Folmdstion, Daughters of
the American Revolution, Ken-
tacky Public Health Associa-
tion, and the Kentucky Histori-
cal Society.
She was Secretary of the
Bardstcnyn Chamber of COM-
nberce, 1955-56 and in 1962 was
installed as Deaconess of the
Disciples of Christ—Christian
Much. She is also a past presi-
dent od the Stephen Foster Mu-
sic Club.
Dr. Clifton is the wife of Rev-
erend Farris William Clifton.
They have one son, David Lee,
and make their home at 313
North 3rd Street in Bardstown
! Kentucky.
One Thing You'll Love About
Datsun Is its Automatic Transmission
From Muncie, Indiana
AUHIMMICS
DATSUN
3 Reasons to go
Datsun Automatic
1 3-speed smoothness a 2-
speed can t match
2 Up to 25 miles per gallon
3 Delivers peak performance
with 96 H.P. engine
Drive a Datsun,..then decide
NOW!
THROUGH THE MONITIlf MAY
Lassiter & McKinney Datsun
Celebrating
Our 1st Year as a Datsun Dealer
WILL GIVE THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
With The Purchase Of Any New Datsun
4 DOOR SEDAN, Wagon Or 2 Door Sedan
THIS MEANS A s190°' SAVINGS
Lassiter McKinney Datsun
Sycamore Street *r. -5 IJ
 -anommk
Small Businesses Still Have Problems In Getting Insurance
have problems in obtaining in-
surance.
According to the continuous
field survey of the National
Federation of Independent Bus-
iness, 8 percent of the respond-
ents continue to report an in-
ability to get insurance, with
another 9 percent reporting in-
surance is difficult to obtain.
On the other hand the In-
surance Information Institute
takes the position that in 26
states, plus the District of Col-
umbia, smaller businesses can
obtain fire insurance.
Under a plan known as FAIR,
108 insurance firms are cooper-
ating to offer fire insurance pro-
tection to any property that
meets the standards of the rat-
ing bureau. According to state-
ments issued "applicants will
not be refused insurance 'A.-
cause their urban property is
in a deteriorated neighborhood,
or in areas which might be sub-
ject to civil disturbance. Such
factors beyond the control of
the owner will not be consider-
ed. The important factor is whe-
ther each property meets simple
underwriting tests."
Many respondents to the Fed-
eration survey claim that the
high cost of available insurance
drives them out of the market.
But the insnrance group
takes the position that this is
not true in those states where
the FAIR plan is operating. As
evidence, they refer to a study
made in the Watts area near
Los Angeles which was sub-
jected to severe damage during
rioting, and is still considered
a highly unstable area.
Rather than comparing, "be-
fore and after" premium rates,
their study analyzes the cost of
fire insurance as a percentage
of the net sales. Thus, they
Small business continues to times per year, • total volume tars worth of insurance paysfind in the Watts area fire in-
surance is being bought for
slightly more than % of one
percent for a food store to a
high of almost % of one percent
for a shoe store.
Surprisingly enough, the data
shays that liquor stores are be-
ing sold insurance in the Watts
area at a cost of around % of
one percent of the total annual
sales. However, insurance on
liquor stores is limited to $
000. . .
Each Watts business studied
was analyzed on the basis of the
am )unt of the inventory car-
ried, the annual premium, the
turnover of the inventory year-
ly, the resultant yearly sales
volume, and the relation of the
premium to the total sales.
For example, a men's clothing
store insured for $69,000 worth
of stock is paying an annual
premium of $1194. At a turn-
over rate of inventory of 3.5
of $241,500 is estimated, which
brings the cost of the insurance
to less than % of one percent
of the sales volume.
A drug store with $10,000 dol-
Biting decision
TORONTO (UPI)—Welf
recipients in Toronto will be
able to obtain dentures free
294t in emergency situations dui
?far.
The Metropolitan Toronto
Welfare Committee made the
decision after learning that
$42,000 already had been spent
on free dentures and this rep-
resented a "drastic increase'.
over last year's expenditure. .
* * *
Reed to star
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Oliver Reed will star in "The
Hunting Party" for United
Artists.
an annual premium of 8132 and
with an annual turnover of 3
times, the yearly volume is 550,-
000 resulting in an insurance of
just over 54 of one percent.
Federation researchers plan
to make a special study to de-
termine, if possible, how effec-
tive the FAIR, plans are in the
tee In 'which they are set up
WINS FOUR AWARDS
LONDON (UPI)— The British
Country Music Association pre-
sented fogs awards Monday to
singer Johnny Cash. Cash was
named Entertainer of the Year
and Male Singer of the Year as
well as receiving awards for
the year's Best Long Playing
Record. "At San Quentin," and
the Best Single Release of the
Year,. "A Boy Named Sue."
PLOT THICKENERS—These are participants in that anti-U.S. meeting where Laos, North
Vietnam and Red China join. A common strategy was the aim. From left: North Vietnam
Prime Minister Pham'Van Dong, Pathet Lao Laos' Reds) leader Prince Souphanouvong,
Nguyen Huu Tho, president of the South Vietnam National Front for Liberation (Viet
Gong), and Prime Norodom Sihanouk, deposed Cambodia .chief of state. .
BRIDAL GOWN There's a
saying that its unlucky for
the bridegroom to see hi
bride the day of the we.1.1ing
until they arrive at the altar
but with this bridal g,n
shown by designer
Tiffeau in New York ht._
doesn't even get to see he,
at oie altar. Eye holes only
Wouldn't he worry aboitt
possibility Id' a riN,t;
California's )(wroth. ,
was carved out by a gLe r
* 5*
By the time the zerdv,
American reaches age 70 11,
have consumed the e.puN,
ten of 150 head of lain.
24, chickens. 4
* 5*
Magpies neat in large-
their homes usually c(,mi-tuig
a huge WPWRillilks w1.111704.1.
in one side.
  TRADUN YOUR
  OLD MOWER!
Trade and Save on Any Mower!
OTASCO
REAR GRASS
BAFFLE
Prevents Gross
Clumping
DURABLE
STEEL
WHEELS
frnglife„
:104
tea
441z.13o0
*5.2.1_i
Power Mower Headquarters
(:114osyst• 11.1111 Roiarses. Riders. "0-11
1'14;10110 d. lii 1%10,1 mock's. Re, k
rod 11. 110 • Pt0I•• IS loo
,
3999
EASY-SPIN
STARTING
22-inch
,WIDE CUT.
BIG 31/2 HP
Briggs 4 Stratton,,
ENGINE
•
HEAVY GAUGE
DEEP STEEL
DECK
Sale Price5777
7-pc. Redwood/Aluminum PATIO SET
STURDY CONSTRUCTION WITH Caton'.
Fut roost I,,, larks 2 arm hair, and
pads I .4.11C1. and pad. I 11.141e, ian
It, Ito wt and Sake
ALSO SOLO WAWA MI in.
ARM •s.$
SETTEE... 2-I 1. sy
HOSTESS CART. 2. complAt•
1::111;
alToh, '• •
I‘
‘et\"•••
24-inch
Rotisseri
GRILL
Sale Pt‘ee
411
-
7011.102.0111111
/
11\11 /Pr IA
fir
• Chrome plated ands-
• 3-position hood with U
" opptaved motor .
• "Permolift god possboner •
e_Chroma plated spO with .
---wetwestokr twin
_
5
Ni IN I
s?.
0
4 "Ii i11111111
.11nis=aad'e
-mt="•''
15.Ft. HOSE
Rear hes far 2670
,it-wr.s of. sard
I ough plasm-
"' 'alle ION 2
NOZZLE
46- 
66'
a‘cont rill Ad-Aiwa s Pistol11,1111
oven Isms PORTABLE
with trod•-in
Electrically
Reversible!
Multi-
Speed
-11;,0;
11
GRILL
Heal lor'
.1) z. I 3 efma.ednht
I V.-ajar W
is- s
A *
44i*
-s:•4"
. Z.)
.1,1"•-•
CHARCOAL
Briquets
10-LBS•
4190III. 1,0, 61,1(11,1
1,1 'Oaf I, ne
WINDOW FAN
uttimatic thermostat. Push-hut.
ton I...itches on both intake and
exhaust. Multi-speed controls
Open .914s
Bel—Air.
Shopping
(-enter
.̀1ww‘lr,junwr 753-8391
27'
Easy Terms
TIRE LiiippLI
134#,S
ii/hytni
*RA
110TKX
10th ANNIVERSJ
CELEBRATIO
Sportswei
Close *Du
Arnel Jerseys, Sail
Voiles, Rayon Su
Oxford Cloth, Dacrot
Broadcloths
480 a Yard
Murray Sew
Center
Your Singer Sewing
Bel Air Shopping (
8 cm. -9 p.m. - Mc
1 p.m. - 6 p.m. - Su
POI MINT
TWO-1111DR001 dumb
amL now swam
ONE-BEDROOM funs
pertinent, % block frac
sity. Will lame for
looser. Phone 7534471
9135.
FOUR-ROOM duplex, 2
12th Street Phone 75:
753-3864 or 436-2150.
TWO - BEPROOhl unl
duplex apartment. Ph
D48&
LARGE ROOM with n
or. Private entrance. I
fished apartments, i
use of play area, pia
and grill. Washers an
available. All rooms az
manta are modern and
ditioned Zimmerman
manta, South leth
Phone 753-8609.
ROOMS for girls for
Air conditioned, Phyla'
oe, kitchen. Two bloc
University, 1630 Remit
after 5 p. m, 753-2668
NICE FURNISHED ad
boned apartments foi
girls. Call 753-5108 or
FURNISHED apartase
private rooms for coati
Call 753-5108 or 753-51
UNFURNISHED one
duplex apartment She
private drive and ca
1631 Farmer. Available
$55.00. Phone 492-87
4:00 p. m.
ONE-BEDROOM furni
pertinent with air cos
Large two bedroom I
apartment. Phone 753
ter five p. m.
TWO-BEDROOM, 12'
conditioned trailer. .
June 6. $96.00 per
Phone 753-5953.
NICE two-bedroom bou
South 15th Street.. Cot
ly. Phone 753-2770.
CLEAN two-bedroom
mobile home. Alvate
conditioned. Also on
trailer, $45.00 Per mo
conditioned Phone 48
lrURNISHED apmtmer
deoarated.ft
11111, WANTS'
WANTED: lady tamest
salad preparation, full t
part time. Good workin
moat be nest.
and able to furnish got
emcee No phone call
Colonial Homo Sonoma
WANTED dish machine
or, full and part time.?
calls. Apply Colonial
Sin°1141.!"rt 
IMMEDIATE openings f
ladies. Phone 753-7307
formation.
WANTED: Route sales
25 or over for nstionall
wholesale food service
plus oommbudon. Send
resume including phone
to Box 32-S, Murray, E
WANTED: Homeworke
lope addressers. Send
dressed stamped enve
= details. KeiGrand St. Wab
40992.
WANTED: full time a
lady for local dress she
send qualifications as
awes to P. 0. Box 144,
Ky.
WANTED: man to he
mulate leads for sale
home appliance. Come
-"orillal-Towner Motel
Saturday, May 23. and
Darrell Douglas or Jim
970
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SO Pa*
100,Roft
*Row nth'
• 
10th ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
Sportswear
Close Out
Arno' Jerseys, Sail Cloth,
Voiles, Rayon Suiting,
Oxford Cloth, Dacron-Cotton
Broadcloths
480 a Yard
Murray Sewing
Center
Your Singer Sewing Dealer
Bel Air Shopping Center
8-Cm. - 9 p.m. - Mon.-Sat.
1 p.m. - 6 p.m. - S'undays
POO INNT
TWO-EMDROOM *mem spere
Mint. Phrme 7813-7100. ITO
ONE-BEDROOM furnished a-
partment, '4 block from Univer-
sity. Will ken for summer or
longer. Phone 753-4478 or 753-
9135. M-114
FOUR-ROOM duplex, 202 South
12th Street. Phone 753-6044 or
753-3864 or 436-2130.
TWO - BEDROOM unfurnished
duplex apartmeaL Phone 753-
9488. TFC
LARGE ROOM with refrigerat-
or. Private entrance. Also fur-
nished apartments, including
use of play area, picnic table
and grill. Washers and dryers
available. All rooms and apart-
me= are modern and air con-
ditioned. Zimmerman Apart-
meets, South 16th Street.
Phone 753.6809. M-21-C
ROOMS for girls for summer
Air conditioned, private eetran-
ea, kitchen. Two blocks from
University, 1690 Hamilton. Call
after 5 p. m., 753-2668. M-21-C
NICE FURNISHED air condi-
tioned apartments for college
girls. Call 753-5108 or 753-5886
TFC
FURNISHED apartments and
private rooms for coLkue boys
Call 753-3108 or 753-5885. TFC
RIAL RSTATS FOR SALO
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, bath,
utility and carport, panelled in
kitchen with built-in cabinets,
located on Catalina.
LOCATED on Kirkwood a 3-
bedroom brick veneer, 2 baths,
central heat and air, carpeted
throughout. Den and kitchen
combination with built-in stove,
dishwasher and garbage dlapos-
al.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer lo-
cated on North 17th on a lot
85' x 285'.
3-13EDROOM brick veneer, 2
baths, sunken family room acid
kitchen, central heat and air,
ceramic tile bath and powder
room, on Belmont.
2-BEDROOM frame, one bath,
gas heat, usuable well and city
water on one acre near Con
cord.
FARMS:
19 ACRES near north 16th.
51 ACRES near North 16th, two
autos from Murray.
90 ACRES near New Providence.
60 ACRES near New Providen-
ce.
LAKE:
LOT NUMBER 955, unit No. 4
In Pine Bluff Shores, cleared
and ready for use.
8 LOTS in Cypress Cove.
6 LOTS with a 2-bedroom frame
house, panelled walls, bath,
front porch, located in Kentue
y Lake Development.
T NUMBER 957, unit No. 4
in Pine Bluff Shores on Prim-
rose Drive.
LOT NUMBER 104 in lakeway
Shores.
WATERFRONT LOTS!!!!
LOTS No. 66 and 168 in Pano-
rama Shores.
COMMERCIAL:
36' x 56' Building on approxi.
mately 200' x 200' lot in Dexter,
Ky.
WE HAVE other listings on
file.
WILSON REAL ESTATE
Phones: 753-5086 and 7584268;
Saleemen: Charles McDaniel,
Bill Adams, Larry W. Wilson
M-21 C
EDROOM brick veneer, liv-
ing room, den, built-In kitchen.
% baths, utility room sad eke-
ed-ia garage. Located en :OF S
20Ir lot. Loan transferrable, TUI
Drive, Bagwell Manor
Subdivision. Call 7534453 or
UNFURNLSHED one bedroom
duplex apartment. Shady
private drive and carport at
1631 Forma. Available June L
165.00. Phone 492-8174 after
4:00 p. m. TFC
47 fal&C
ONE-BEDROOM furnishel a-
partmeot with air conditioner.
Large two bedroom furnished
apartment. Phone 753-9143 af-
ter five p. m. M-22-C
TWO-BEDROOM, 12' wide, ale
conditioned trailer. Available
June 6. $9600 per month.
Phone 753-5953. M-22-P
NICE two-bedroom house at 905
South 15th Street. Couples on-
ly. Phone 753-2770. M-224
CLEAN two-bedroom 10' wide
mobile home. Private lot, ale
conditioned. Also one small
teeter, $48.00 per month, alr-
conditened. Phone 489-3623.
M-2114
'FURNISHED apartment, mine
.0 decorated. Phonteetaiiegae
11-2114
1414.P WARTIRD
WANTED: lady experienced in
salad preparation, full time and
part time. Good meting made
ittifte must be neat,
and able to furnish good refwe
Mese No phone calls, apply
Alelonial House Smorgasbord.
M-26-C-
-----
WANTED dish machine operat-
or, full and part time. No phone
calls. Apply Colonial House
SisiorIp!bord- M-23-C
13131EDIATZ openings for three
ladies. Phone 753-7307 for in-
formation. M-21-C
WANTED: Route salesmen, age
28 or over for nationally known
wholesale food service. Salary
plus commission. Send complete
resume including phone number
to Box 32-S, Murray, Kentucky.
M-22-C
WANTED: Hocneworkers, entre-
iope addreseers Send self-ad-
d:leased stamped envelope for
= details. Keefauver'sGrand St. Wabash, Ind.
48992. June-3-P
WANTED: full time attendee
lady for local dress shop. Plasm
send qualifications and refer-
ences to P. 0. Box 144, Murray,
Re. 11-23.0
WANTED: man to help accu-
mulate leads for sale of a new
borne appliance. Come to office
of MA-Towner Motel all 'day
Saturday, May 23, and contact
Darrell Douglas or Jim -Cola.
H-1TP
FOUR-BEDROOM, two story
home on tree shaded kit in Can-
tbury Estates. 2% bathe, living
room, dining room, kitchen with
built-ins and breakfast area,
panelled family room with fire-
place and beamed ceiling, slid-
ing glass door to large deck.
Two car garage with storage
area above. Full walk out base-
ment with sliding glass door to
patio, polls windows, city school
district, underground utilities,
city sewer, paved drive, gee
heat and central air condition-
ing. For appointment call 753-
6248. 11-23-C
BEAUTIFUL, almost new, erehe
tact designed, custom built split-
level borne with two large woos
ed lots in Sherwood Forest.
Over 3600 square feet in all
Carpeted living room, has en
thedral beamed ceiling and hugs
f belace. Large dining ell with
glass sliding doors oato
redwood deck. Lately had.
en with extra cabinets, dime*
er, dish was' her and attached
breakfast room, Storm foyer.
Peened family room with glue
doors to stone patio. Four cm
peed bedrooms and also office
which can be fifth bedroom.
complete tiled baths. In
Aft two ear garage. Dry lower
lewd hee very large finished
seem with large fireplace.
the reme Mmq other
salmi NO se codas Make root,
Anderson windows and electron
k air cleaner. Gas heat and
electric central air condition-
ing. By transferred owner, 753
7488. H-M-23-C
$10 DOWN mid $10 per moth
will buy a large wooded 100'
300' lot at Ken iana Shores. All
utilities including water avail
able, lake access privileges.
Phone 436-5320 for complete in-
formation and directions. M-23-C
NOTICE
TAKE UP PAYMENTS
On
8 TRACK HOME
TAPE PLATER
and
SPEAkERS
$11.00 a Month se
LEACH'S MUSIC a TV
Dixieland Center
Phone 713-7171
Ram. RSTATR FOR SALII NOME
&BEDROOM brick home within
2 blocks of the University. Has
a large (13' x 25') living room,
Large (15' x 26') kitcbecaamily
roam, I% ceramic baths, utility
room, carport, storms doors end
windows, kitchen built-ions, dra-
peries, 2 air conditioners. Pee
hot for someone connected with
the University.
BRAND NEW 3-bemoan brick
home in Westwood, only a short
distance from the site of the
new Murray High SchooL This
borne has eppreximidaly Lan  
square feet living area, plus
cerpoat. Large living room, kit-
chen-banily room panelled in
avocdeo, Frigidaire appliances
in kitchen, 2 OarliMik baabil, cen-
tral hart and air, wall to wall
carpeting. If desired, owner will
femince.
3-BEDROOM home with alreme
a= siding. Just 1/4 mile west
of the new high school, on Lynn
Grove Highway, on • large sha-
dy lot (170' x 170'). Home has
vsaileo-well meeting in living
room mid dining roam, fireplace  
in living room, utility room.
&Ude, separate garage. Immacu-
late condition.
TWO 3-BEDROOM units, com-
pletely furnished, in this well-
kept duplex just west of the
city limits on Highway 94. This
oombinstion concrete block and
stucco building is situated on
approximately one acre of Led.
Live in one side and let the
other unit make the payments
on , the 7% ken.
3-BEDROOM brick home, only
3 miles from Murray. Has a
living mom kitchen - familyroom, ceramic bath, hardwood' PEST CONTROL Ter-
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
FAMOUS NAME LUGGAGE
All sizes and colors, for men and women. One brand
1.4 price; one brand 25% oft regular price.
LERMANS
Satisfaction Guaranteed
IMOTKX
11/70 CALYNDAR Desk S*
end mane me mew evidlabieat
the USW 5 Moms Oaks b.
gig Nora 1INIC
PILECTROLUX SALES & Sir'
vice, Box 218, Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phan 311244118
Lynnville, Keetucky.
Ameld4
NOTICE
The City of Mw-ray is tak-
ing applications for the posi-
tion of Police Patrolmen.
Ages 21-45. Starting salary,
$408.90 per month with other
beneftts. Applicatime
available at the C.ty Oseles
Office in tile City Hall Wee
ing. 1141-C
Doom, large utility, carport, 2/4
acre lot. Only $13,000.
3-BEDROOM brick home ea
1% acres, 4% miles south of
Murray city limits. Has a good
well, electric heat, sliding glass
doors to the concrete patio, en-
dosed garage. A,pproarimately
20' x 40' outbuilding, suitable
for clean-up shop or stable. All
for only $14,500. Financing
available.
LARGE FRAME home with 3
apartment units, plus 2 apart-
ments in a detached concrete
block garage. Conveciently lo-
cated within walking distance
of downtown. With a down pay-
meat of $3,000, owner will fi-
name the balance at 7% inter-
est.
GOOD 3-room !mane house on
1% acres, Dear the new indus-
trial arta north of Murray. Good
frcatage on US-641. Excellent
investment property.
NEARING completion, 3-be4
room brick in one of the fast.
et growing subdivisions in this
area. Lng men, kitchen-fame
By room, ceramic bath, utility,
carport, outside storage. It is
Still not too late to choose many
of the features you would want
Ii your new home. Chances are
ttmt you will qualify for a loan
at 6 1/4% interest on the bowie.
PRICE REDUCED at the 19
acres and 2-bedroom shingled
house, 3 miles north of Murray
on US441. This primate is
ideally suited for many potent-
ial uses. Come in and let us
quote you the greatly reduced
price.
44 ACRE FARM with a recently
remodelled large ere= home.
eiocated nortient of Puryeer,
Tenn., but still withio bey com-
muting distance of Murray. 15
acre grain base, tobacco base,
good well, fences and outbuild-
ings. We'll be hooey to show
you this fine hem
LOOKING FOR a beautifully
wooded building It. with about
30 acres of lend, on blacktop
road, within 5 miles of Murray?
We have a choke location, near
Wivivedl Road, the fits She
above- description_ Call us for
pertieulars.
TO BUY .... ase us! TO SELL
- . list vrith usl
FULTON YOUNG Realty, 4th
mid Maple, Phone 753-7333.
Herne phones: Fulein E. Young.
753-4046; lahnuet Stinebn, 753-
1534.
NOTICK
10th ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
Dotted Swiss
66° a yard
65% Dacron - 350/ Cotton
•
Register for
FREE VACUUM CLEANER
to be given away May n
Murray Sewing
Center
Your Singer Sewing Dealer
air Shoppin_4,C1ntar
8 a.m. - 9 p.m. - Mon.-Sat.
p.m. - 6 p.m. - Sundaes
mites-eat your home. Roaches
-carry germs. Spiders-en
poison. For free Inspection call
Kelly's Pest Coartel 753-3914.
24 hours a day. TIC
WANTED: Retired boarders to
keep in country home. Men oi-
ly. Phone 753-7698. M31-P
CITY OF Murray Business Pri-
vilege and vehicle licenses 's-
pired May 1st. These licenses
must be purchased before Jure
lit to avoid a 10% penalty.
leale
THE STATE BOARD of Consh-
tologists has issued a new pries
list, therefore there will be a
slight increase in our prices.
Ezell Beauty School, 306 North
4th Street. 11-21•C
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
-mot $10.00 monthly, rent ap-
plies to purchase. Used spinet
pianos and orgasm Lonardo
Piano Company "Yore' complete
music store". Paris and Martin,
Tourisme. H-M-22-C
•
INIVICK5 OfellItSD
HAY CUT, bailed and put in
bare. Phone 753-8090.
June&C
SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and
small appliances' repaired and
yard tools sharpened. 512 R.
South 12th Street. Phone 753-
6067. June-DC
Pat SALO
PANASONIC solid Mete portable
tape recorder. Two tape speeds.
AC-DC operated. Model No. BQ
1025. Accemories; Dynamic mic-
rophone with remote control
switch, microphone case and
land bet, radio cord B., 3 inch
reel and a magnetic taw Phoes-
 Splicing tagie mid batteries.
,Used one month, $50.00. Phone
753-3147 before 9:00 p. re.
TFNC
AKC rtegisbered female German
Shepherd. Bieck and tan, 16
=GUN, $75.00., 753-81M.
M-22-NC
NOTIC.11
10th ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
•
Washable
Polyester Knits
Full Bolts-First Quality
'3.66 yard
•
1 
Murray Sewing
Center
Your Singer Sewing Dealer
. Bel Air. Shopping Center
• 8 a.m..- 9 p.m. - Mane-Sat.
-11 1.1.m. -6 pm.-- Sundays
THE perfect way to earn-your
own hours-near home-big
money potential. Be an Avon
Representative. Still some va-
cancies. Call quickly Kree
Janet tunick 3654424 after
7:00 p. m. or write Route 2.
Box 136 A. Princeton, Ky. 42445.
11•21•C
PUBLIC HAULING
Dirt, gravel., white rock
for,v, drive-ways. Quick ser-
vice.
Phone 7533S1
or
753-5108
WILL DO bush-hogging by the
hour or by the acre. Phone
Sherrill Outland 753-3786 after
4:00 p. m. M 26-C
WILL KEEP &Wine in fat
home. Experienced. Phone 753.-
9471.
Complete knell &gene RePeie
Garden tiller& lawn mowere,
chain ants. Authorized Beale
& Stratton Dealer. Authorized
Lawmen Power Products Dose
or. Murray Supply Co., 908 East
Ada, Phone 733-3361. H-1TC
Peanuts®
AUTOS P01 SALM
NEW DATSUN
TRADE-INS
1970 DATSUN Pickup. SAO
miles, complete new car
warranty.  $ave!
1967 RIVIERA mop Coupe.
Vinyl top. all power, air
conditioned. an !extras,
local car.  $2.595.00
1989 DATSUN 4-door Sedan.
15,000 miles, local car.
Nice.  $1,595.00
1966 DATSUN Sport Car
" 1 8 0 0 ". 1ght blue.
Nice.  $1,195.00
1964 PLYMOUTH Belvedere
6-passenger Station Wa-
gon. Automatic, air con-
ditioned. Sharp! $745.00
1966 MUSTANG. Automatic,
power, vinyl top 'ilea'
car.  $1.295.00
1965 CHEVELLE Malibu 6
passenger Station Wag
on. 32,000 miles Local
car.  $1,095.00
1966 DATSUN 4-door Sedan,.
1 300 Series. Excellent
gas mileage. Only $6115.
1906 snac# 4-door. Up In 35
miles Per gallon. Sete-
fait   $545.00ee 
MODEL 70 Winchester 90-06,
Stevens 20 gauge pump. Marlin
.22 magnum, lever action.
Smith & Wesson revolver.
Phone 7534420.
DON'T throw that rug sway,
clean it with Blue Lustre. Y
me rent a shampooer for only
$1.00 eit Big K. 1143-C
14 Fe CHEROKEE aluminum
boat, in good condition. Phone
7534686 alter 5:30 p. m.
M-22-C
NICE REGISTERED Poll
Hereford bull. Twenty m
old. See or cell Hewlett Coope
753-3338. • It
PIANOS and Organs, Bald
Bait or buy. Used, new pianos.
Across from Post Office, Len-
ard° Piano Co., Paris, Tenn.
H-M-22-C
ONE GE, 21" console black end
white TV. New set of box springs
and foam mattress. 1966 Chrys-
ler 300, air and power. Phone
753-3459.
FERGUSON TO-30. Ferguson
TO-20. Ferguson TO-35. Fergu-
son MF-50. Ferguson lifF-7
ing lawn mower. Stokes Tree-
tor & Implement Co., Industrial
Road, Murray. M-22-C
GARAGE SALE: 815 Broad,
Bagwell Subdivision, Saturday,
slay 23, 8:00 a.  till APPROXIMATELY 
50 waning
Bargains wan, child. 
pigs. Weight 90-40 lbs. Phone
rens-, ladies•
alore 
-aQ mess"clothes. 247-3761 or 753-3781. M-25-C
Some men's shirts, size 17, like
new. Single bed, GE washer,
household items, piece goods,
everything cheap 11-211-C
I
POR GALS AUTOS MR SALA
PERFECT pagination gift!
White toy, poodle, male, A.K.0
registered. Has first seem of
puppy sixes, $75.00. Phone 753-
1540.
UNA JEEP, four wheel drive,
low mileage, has two tope. Call
753-7860. TIC
WM CHRYSLER Newport, four
Joor, 11 power, air condition
BLACK ANGUS bUll, 400 lbse ed, good time flood condition.
For information phone 753-3334. Local Car. Phone 753-5924 or
it-2,1-P 753-1881.
1970 YAMAHA motorcycle, 200
cc eiectrk, Om weeks old.
Priced to sell quick. Phan 437-
3975 after 4:90 p. m. 1141-C
TWO SIAMESE keno& If in-
terested phone 4024821. 11•21-C
STRAWBERRIES, pick your
own. Rex Enoch, Havel, phone
482-8621.
MAPLE CRADLE. Call 4362206
1.1-21-C
FIVE ROOM house with bath, to
be moved off grounds. Phone
437-5883. 11-21-P
MUSICAL Merchandise. Assume
payments on waknuit Spinet
piano, $18.25 per month at
Leach's Music Center on Chest-
nut Street, phone 753-7575.
11-25-C
FRIGIDAIRE four-burner raege,
overt all the way across. Cooks
good. Speed Queen wringer-type
washer, good condition. Phone
753-2876 after 5:00 p. m. Sell 1968 TORINO. 1982 Corvette
reasonable. See at 501 Pine Phone 7534669 before 3:00
Street. 11-21-C p. m. or 753-4570 after 5:00
1964 RAMBLER American, ex-
cellent second car. Clean and
reamoshie. Phone 7534348 af-
ter 5:00 p. zn. 11-21-C
1964 IMPALA SS, 4-speed, ex-
cellent meehanted shape. 18,-
000 miles 00 engine. Phone 753-
3410 atter 5:00 p. a. 11-23-NC
1989 Ala, damaged froat end.
parts, 1350.00. Phone 753-8789.
M-21-C
1988 PONTIAC LeMans, two
door hardtop. Factory air, pow-
er steering and brakes. Excel-
lent condition. One owner.
Phone 753-5213 after 4:00 p. a.
11-3.1-P
GOOD 1962 FORD pick-up
truck. Phone 753-2539 before
5:00 p. a. M41-C
1967 SIMCA, four doer sedan.
Only 20,000 miles. Excellent
condition. Phone 4362160.
1141-C
AUTOMATIC WASHER, $25.00;
dishwasher, $25.00; 6 large me-
tal frame windows; Ponies, $15.-
00 each; two-wheel trailers, 125.-
00 and up; four 1930 model car
wheels and tires; two spoke
wheels with solid rubber Urea:
o ax-cylinder Chevrolet mo-
tors, '53 and '59 models. Phone
M-21-PI
HORSE five years old, trained.
Also Western saddle and bridle.
bone 753-3488 after 8:00 p. m
11-25-P
TWO window fans, also assort,
ed size canning jars. Phone 436-
1289. TFNC
GOLF CLUBS, let handed. 5
irons, 2 woods sad bag. Phone
763-3190 after 3:00 p. a. 11-28-C
ONE STORM DOOR, 31 inch,
$10.00. Set of Spalding golf
clubs, $35.00. Kodak slide pro-
jector, $15.00. Honda 50 motor-
cycle, $115.00. Phone 489-2303.
11-23-C
NEVER used anything like it."
say users of Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric sham-
pooer $1. Western Aube Hems
of -The Wishing Well". 11-23-C
SLIGHTLY USED high chair,
crib, stroller, and other items
for baby. Also chest of drawers
for nursery. Phone 753-7730.
•
REGULATION SIZE ping pong
table awl equipment. Call 753-
7730. • t•
1969 MODEL 12' x 52' trailer
ith MT conditioning. Must sell,
moving. Phone 753-7182. hi-25-C
NOTICII
Buy
Your -
GRADUATION
GIFT
Now!
At The
COLLEGE SHOP
219 N. 15th Street
Phone 753-3242
m22c
WANTED TO MINT
WHITE TOY Poodle, 7 weeks
old. One 4 yews old. Call 753-
1246, 303 Olive St. 11-211-C
USED lawn mower, 20", 3 HP
Briggs & Stratton engine, $20.00
Phone 753-4782. 11-23-P
USED: One row tobacco setter.
Ptipue 753-6685 or 4365890.
M-27
1955 PONTIAC 4-door. Auto-
' =tic. radio. Local car.
Runs and drives good.
Only  $95.00
1985 VW. Special! __ e6U5.06
ins DAMN Station Wagon
1309. Local car. Only --
  $895.00
We Have One Executive
- 150-tionstra1ce.
DATSUN Station Wagon,
complete new car war-
ranty. Save $500.00!
Lassiter-MclCanney
Datsun
Open Each Evening
Until 8 p.m.
Sycamore Street
Phone 753-7114
arra. or trade work mule.
Phone 753-2987. 11
1969 HONDA, MO oc. See at
916 North Ilith Street. M-23-P
SEWING MACHINE. &end new
1969 model, does all fancy
work even writes names, simply
turn lever and sew. Price re--
duced to $28.00 cash price be-
cause of snail scratches in ship-
ping or E-Z terms. Call 753-
30ZU.
ELECTROLUX Sweeper. Large
Deluxe mode just received,
pay city $19.30 cab price, or
payments arranged to respon-
sible party. Has complete clean
lag tools and even demother,
runs perfect. Caa 753-2620.
June-l-C
RED ROSE Cerstenseel Sweet
Potato slips at Pilot Oak, Ky.
Phone. 376-5155, Wing° ex-
change. '
EXTRA NICE living room suite.
Phone 753-5566. M-21-C
5.
WANTED to rent a tines bed-
room house for college teacher.
Contact- Gene Garfield, Ever-
great Terrace 157-6, Carbondale,
Illinois. M-264"
WANT TO rent or borrow •
15 Mal woe:rotor for May 23.
Phone 753-4130. ITC
WANTED TO OUT
WANTED: used boat taller
Call 753-2250 after four p. a.
•
WANTED to buy used air-con-
ditioner, $30.00. Phone 762-4430
111-23-C
Insurance firms
in mutual funds
NEW YORK (UPI)- More
than 150 insurance corn
mutua fund industry and some
50,000 insurance agents are li-
censed to sell mutual funds,
according to Wiesenberger Finan-
cial Services, a major reporter
on the mutual fund and finan-
cial Services industries.
The insurance industry first
entered the mutual fund field
heavily a little over two years
ago, and today more than half
the 150 companies own funds
while the rest have selling agree-
ments with established mutual
fund management companies
W jest n be rger r5ports.
p. m. or see at 1616 Ryan Av-
enue. 1I-11-P
1965 FORD station wagon with
air conditioner. Also 1981 In-
ternational pick-up. Phone 753-
7315. 11-25-C
1966 CORVETTE Sting Ray, 327,
dark blue, excellent condition
Bruce Gillespie, 1610 Wee Ol-
ive Apartment 3. Phone 753-
17.
1964 FORD Fairlane, clean,
good condition, $400.00 or clos-
est offer. Phone 753-8020.
M-2547
1965 MUSTANG, four speed.
Call 753-2250 after four p. m
111-22-C
1965 MUSTANG GT-289, four
speed, red. Mickey Thompson
mags. Good motor and trans-
mission. Real clam throughout.
Phone 753-6170. M-26-C
1964 DODGE Dart convertible
Phone 7534618 or 753-4892.
11-22-C
1969 MUSTANG. Green, six cy-
linder, standard shift, 10,000
miles, one-owner, new oar trade
in. Local car, Kentucky tags,.
$2,000.00. Dwain Taylor Chev-
rolet Inc., South 12th Street
Phone 753-2617. la-22-C
'54 FORD, 1-ton dump, with
new tires. Call 753-2486. 11-23-C
NEED SOMEONE to take over
payments on 1968 Dodge Charg-
er, 4-speed, red nice. Phoes
753-2521.
1965 THUNDERS= oonvere
ible. All power atel air, $975-00
Fixate 753-8584. M434
1964 FeCeenino, 293, automatic.
power brakes, radio. Extra
clean. Phrase 753-6904. M-23-C
AUCTION SAL&
AUCTION 7:00 p. m., Saturday
night at the Dungeon (formerly
the Superior Laundry) located
It comer of 4th and Olive
&mots, Murray, Ky. This week
we. have many special strrac-
tem, to offer you. 1990 Model
deeford. Many fine antique
dockseNcnvadays, with inflation
speeding me of siren, the Dun-
geon's *at thought we would
help fight the high coat of liv-
ing by offering a "Thrift Corn-
er". You may bring new or used
clothes at bargain prices. - In
order to offer you a better ;me
lectern, we do need more cloth-
e& You may being new or used
clothes to the DialgaDa &nen=
between hours of 5:00 p. m., to
7e)u p. m. on Thursday and
ebr allettinit titer -3:00
p. m. Saturday. Auction items
will also be accepted at this
time. Cicalas for the "Thrift
Corner" must be clean, pressed,
in • peephole bag and sized
with the price of garment elm
Dungeon's staff will be off on
a buying spree during week of
806i. of May. There will not be
an suction held the 30th. We
will be back Wa operation in full
swing of things on Saturday,
June 0th., with many more bar-
gains. Auctiooser, Wayne Wil-
son; Jim Hesiler, manager. For
further information cell 753-
3233 753-9990. M-23-C
•
PEA N UTS
•
FOR f4l5 PRaii6E0
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Lynn Grove ....
(Continued From Page 11
flour, distributed in this area
by Murray Wholesale Grocer,
Co. and Covington Bros. of May-
field. The firm doesn't employ
any salesmen.
Since 1938, the mill has oper-
ated under electrical power. At
that time, Mr. Crouch recalls,
Kentucky Tennessee Light &
Power Co. ran lines to a new
Pet Milk substation at Lynn
Grove, and he agreed to con-
vert to electricity.
To power the mill, he pur-
chased a used 30-horsepower
squirrell-type Fairbanks-Morse Also, "Marriage was the first
motor from the Late R. D. Rob- union to defy management".
ertson of Mayfield.
That same motor still powers Our third oldest will be home
the Mill, Mr. Crouch proudly from the other aide of the world
points out, and not one minute two weeks from tomorrow.
of service has been lost in more
than 40 years of operation. That will leave one in Germany,
For the past 30 years, the however that is considered a
mill has operated on low-cost nice tour. At least three of them
TVA power supplied by the will be here in the states.
Mayfield-based West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative.
Mr. Crouch and his brother
also operate the Lynn Grove
Popcorn Plant, and each year
the firm rough shells approxi-
mately 1-million pounds of pop-
corn, grown by area farmers.
The rough shelled popcorn is
then sent to one of three pro-
cessing plants in Murray. At
one time, Murray ranked third
in the nation in processing pop-
corn.
Mr. Crouch is a spry 75 —
and bounces up and down the
narrow, steep stairways of the
flour mill with the nimbleness
and agility of a teen-ager.
Mr. Crouch and his brother
are avid sportsmen — quail
hooting and field trial bird dap
are their game. The mill's of-
fice is lined with trophies their
dogs have won through the
years.
A serious back injury suffer-
ed last fall when he was thrown
from a horse somewhat curtail-
ed Mr. Crouch's hunting activ
ities during the past season —
and he still. wears a brace to
show for the accident.
Normally, Mr. Crouch hunts
quail on horseback practiced
every day of the season which
extends from mid-November
through January. Several years
ago, he rode every brace of the
National bird dog champion
ships at Grand Junction, Tenn.
As a result of automation, the
Lynn Grove Milling Co. em-
ploys only one other person,
aside from the Crouches. "We
can do the work of 10 men in
days gone by," Mr. Crouch
boasts.
Mr. Crouch's wife was form-
erly Lou Jennie Boyett, a na-
tive of the Wingo community in
Graves County. The Crouch's
are the proud parents of three
SEEN & HEARD . . .
(Continued From Page 1)
Road and due west of Keene
land.
We spotted some wild daisies in
the yard while mowing a week
or so ago, and mowed around
them. They arti now up over a
foot high and blooming.
The L & N Magazine says "A
split second is that interval of
time between when the light
turns green and when the guy
behind begins blowing his horn.
Get a letter this morning from
the Information Department of
the Embassy of the Union at
Soviet Socialist Republics, Wash-
ington, D. C.
They are prepared, the letter
says, to provide articles writ-
ten exclusively for the Ledger
and Times. "These would deal
with various facets of life in the
Soviet Union, the domestic and
foreign policy of the Soviet
Government, developments i
the arts, science, technology and
the like."
We feel sure that these would
be interesting articles, however,
the primary and most penetrat-
ing thought that runs through
our mind is that the Communist
Manifesto avows that the com-
munist party is working con-
stantly to overthrow the United
States government and subju-
gate its people and reduce them
to virtual slavery.
Elementary String
(Continued From Page 1)
Mason and John Whitmer —
have also assisted by playing
the cello with the group. Both
are private pupils of Neale Ma-
son, associate professor of mu-
sic at Murray State and con-
ductor of the Purchase Area
Youth Symphony Orchestra.
South...-.
(Continued From Pao* I)
were killed and nine wounded
20 miles southwest of Hue irk
an ambush by guerrillas using
electrical mines. One of the at-
tackers were killed.
Another unit of Americal
Division troops killed 10 North
Vietnamese soldiers in a battle
33 miles southwest of Da Nang.
The Americans reported two
wounded in the fighting.
The US. Command said no
American ground forces accom-
panied the latest South Vietna-
mese operation into Cambodia
although American jets, heli-
copter gonthips and artillery
gave support to the thrust
The new push concentrated
125 miles northeast of Saigon
and it came as it was reported
in Phnom Penh that more units
of the US. 7th Fleet had been
sent to the Gulf of Thailand to
help a South Vietnamese block-
ade designed to cut off ship-
ments of Communist supplies
to Viet C,ong and North Viet-
namese troops in Cambodia.
Multinational cookbook
THE HAGUE (UPI)—Mrs.
Joseph Luna, wife of the Dutch
foreign minister, is compiling a
cookbook with the favorite re-
cipes of the wives of ambassadors
accredited to Holland. The book
children: be uhed in October.
Ralph Crouch, the eldest at 
pis
4ft, is vice president of Drexel
Institute, Philadelphia. He Is a
graduate of Murray State Uni-
versity, obtained his Master's
at Illinois, and his Ph. D. la
mathematics at the University
of Kansas. Ralph and his wife
have five children, all girls.
Mrs. Maxine Bell, 41, resides
In Buffalo, N.Y., with her hu$"
band, an aeronautical engineer,
and their two children, a boy
and a girl.
Jimmy Crouch, the youngest
child at 40, is a graduate of the
University of Kansas and is
currently practicing law in Ls
Cruces, NY. He and his wife 
a native of Calloway County,
has been office manager at
Lynn Grove Milling Co., for the
past slx years. Prior to becom-
ing associated with the mill,
she served as secretary at the
Lynn Grove School for 18 years.
Her husband farmed before
joining his brother in the mill-
ing 
business.As each year passes, floor
mills such as the one operated
by Fleetwood and Gordon
Crouch are becoming more ex-
tinct — as more and more
houmairives reach into the daisy
eases at their local markets for
have two-childies,,e.haty .1111 she =ton of canned or frozen
girl- .110Meelts instead of 'rolling their
GordoeCresieh's Wife. MEM ows.•
• In fighting northeast of Phie
om Penh, Cambodian troops
were reported to have crossed
the Mekong River and recaptur-
ed from the Communists the
ferry town of Tonle Bet.
Highway six, linking Phnom
Penh to the tourist center of
Angkor Wat, was reported open
to small car traffic despite a
bridge destroyed by the Com-
munists at Kompong Timer, 70
miles north of the capital.
Cameral stored lead -
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stores
that *ell a general line of retail
goods do better than 'Wes
specializing in one type of mer-
chandise, according to a study
of retail sales trends made by
Meinhard-Commercial Corpor-
ation, a C.I.T. Financial Corpor-
ation subsidiary that supplies
many millions of dollars in
Credit to retail storesevery
year.
The company's,analysis show
ed sales of general merchandise
stores increased 115 per cent
from 1959 to 1969, whereas
sales of men's and boy's apparel
stores were up 67 per cent, shoe
stores 53 per cent,lumilare and
home furnishings stores 49 per
cent and women's apparel stores
43 percent.
* * *
Everett Burkeen Hospital Report Persons Are Fined In
Dies Wednesday ADULTS 91
Everett E. Burkeeo of Mar-
my Route Four, formerly of
the Little Cypress Creek com-
munity of Marshall County, suc-
cumbed WedneedsY at 10:30 s,
m. at the Murray-Calloway Co-
unty Hospital.
He was RI years Of all• and
a member of the limited Metho-
dist Church. He was a retired
Illinoes-Ceotral Railroad track
maintenance man.
Survivors are his vrife, Mrs.
Jamie Busters of Murray Route
Four; one daughter, Mrs. Edna
Moore of Calvert City Route
Two; six sons, Raymond of Ben-
ton Route Six, Qint of Kiritaiey
Route One, Paul of Calvert City
Route Two, Edward of Boa
Route One, Leonard of Benton
Route Four, and Eugene of Cal-
ved Cite.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Mary Mathis of Hardin;
three brothers, Cull of Mer-
shon Canty, Check of Benton
Route nor, and Rule of Hardin
Route 'One; 34 grandchildren-
18 great grandchildren; five
great greet --
Funeral services will be held
Friday at three p. in. at the
chapel of the Filbeck-(in Fu-
ns-at Home, Benton, with Bro.
Lake. Riley officiating.
Grandsons will serve as pall-
bearers and burial will be in
the Jeffrey Cemetery in Callo-
way Conoty. Friends may call
at the funeral' home.
'Touch tyre brakes
PORTLAND, Ore. (UP1)—A
new control panel for big trucks
will make "touch typists out of
truck drivers—and the nation's
highways will be safer as a result.
The safety brake control
panel ends driver confusion
when brakes are needed in an
emergency. ()mark Industries
says. Once a driver learns the
shapes of the panel's three but-
tons, he can operate the brakes
without taking his eyes off the
road. Present look-alike con-
trols sometimes lead to confus-
ion and accidents when drivers
change trucks.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
The brewing of beer predates
recorded history and is pictur-
ed on Babylonian clay tablets
estimated to be more than 8,000
years old.
Albert Is.... .„
(Continued From Page 1)
&titian of his age and nom
apoosivenees to congreenoonl
reform and a scandal that, Um-
ugh not touching ben personal-
Is, had reached ioto his office.
• January his top aide, Martin
Swig, and a friend, Mathis
Voloshem were indicted is
Merges of perjury and compile.
arm to meet pressure on fecisa‘
al agencies
To many of the junior mem-
bers of the House, McCann:telt
simsbciized the contention that
Congress is controiled by aid
men.
Albert picked up the pence-
st endorsement of McCormack
and the man many observers
had thought was a likely pros-
pect, Rep. Wilbur D. Mills, 1)-
Art., powerful chairmen of the
House Ways and Means Commit-
Albert was named party whip,
the No. 3 poeition in the Dem-
ocratic leadership, in 1954, and
majority leader succeeding Mc-
Cormack when McCormack be-
came meeker in 1962. Although
be has a liberal voting record,
he has not been identified with
the Democratic Study Group
(DSC), the caucus of liberal
Denaocrats in the House. Albert
suffered a heart attack three
years ago, but apparently has
recovered.
Known As "Little Chine
When Albert crane to Oar
gram in 1946, he was known as
"the lithe giant for little Dix-
ie," pertly because of his short
height wed pertly because of
the *strict be represented ia
Oklahoma.
Be is'ia former Rhodos Sao
ler and millions of
Watched hen on television pre-
siding at the 1968 Democratic
NURSERY 6
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NEWBORN ADMLSSIONS
Mrs. Mary Tentkilph and Baby
Boy, Rte, 3, Murray; Mrs. Eva
Higgins and Baby Boy, 1101 Main
St,, Murray; Baby Boy Driver
'Mother Mrs. Glenda Driver),
Rte, 1, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs . Rhupayne Adams, 1608
Calloway Ave., Murray; Mrs.Ro-
setta Burkeen and Baby Girl,
Rte, 3, Murray; Mrs. COhnla
Kuykendall, and Baby Boy, 713
Elm, Murray; Mrs. PatriciaSche
inella and Baby Boy, No. 40
Shady Oaks Tn. Crt„ Murray;
Oscar McClain, Rte. 1, Hazel;
Mrs. Janet Duncan, Rte, 1, Dex-
ter; James R. Fleming, Hart Hall
Box 16, biSU, Murray; Mrs. Mar-
Ion, Cook, 906 Pogue, Murray;
Earl For see 512 Broad, Murray;
Van Stress, Rte. 1, Benton; Miss
Marilyn Blackwell, Rte. 2, Ben-
ton, Miss Julie Ann Wllliams,
317 Irvin, Murray; Mrs. Nell
Maness, 717 Murray Crt., Mur-
ray; Mrs. Dora Edmonds, Rte,
4, Murray; Mrs. Beulah Todd(ex-
pired), 908 Sycamore, Murray,
Mancil
and guests with a reception in
graduating class are: Robert
Lewis Saar, Susan Ann Clary,
state of Kentucky from 1955 to
State University: He is the son
Vinson of Calloway County.
PTA. will entertain the grad-
the lobby of University School.
Is (GCseintrreitntuod, FIFirraom Page I)
Kennie Ray Colson, Elsie Char-
Is 
of Agriculture for the
of Alumni Affairs at Murray
of the late Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
ex-
ercise the University School
uates, members of their families
1988. He is presently Director
tucky. He was Assistant Comm-
The members or this year's
After the commencement 
  beth Archer
Garrison, Linda Carol Humph-
reys, Mark Louis Johnson, Bren-
da Gray Joyce, Linda Faye
Jones, Jessie Floyd Outland,
Donald Frank Overbey, Teresa
Gsyle Rogers, Peter Boris
Schiel, Cynthia Gail Steele, Sue
Ann Story, Deliah Joy Swann,
Amy Kathryn Thompson, Cindy
Ann Wager, Nelson Henry Wal-
drop. Aubrey Stephen Willough-
by, .loyce Kay Winchester, Nor-
ma Kaye Wells, Nanci Circe
Peterson, and Vieille Copeland
Williams.
National Convention in Chicago.
- A scramble was develeoping
to ea who would succeed Albert
as Owe leader, the traditional
stepping atone to the office of
speaker.
The majority leader said whip
will not be chosen until the
Democrats caucus after the No-
vember election. At premed,
the Democrats control the
Rouse 244 to 1811 with 3 Tacos-
NEW YORK (111)1)—Of the 35
million people CARE is helping
to feed in 1970, almost 
children who fed
fe mil-
lion are
lady in preschool an baby
centers, primary schools, hospi-
tals and other institutions.
A
If you have
_corn
L
we have the
and the
Diazinon" 
14G
Let's get together. Call us.
FARMINGTON SWEET FEED MI(1.
Farmington. Ky.
Ic
* * * * *
Da book of America B CLARK KINNAIRD1770 —1870 
—1970
No. 43 for scrapbooks. Charlot
te Saun-
ders Cushman tired of retire-
ment In 1870, when fifty-four. She returned
to the stage and summered in high society
1621. More importantly her suedes-am In Eng-
land had been accompanied by acceptance
among artistic and titled social luminaries.
She could have been a countess or perhaps a
-turf Vandernut. or Asitogsil.a aeamerta44....
chose to remain unmarried and fancy free.
Born in Boston in 1816, and discovered
early as a hendigy in music, she made a
debut as a ontralto in Figaro at nineteen.
switching to the speaking stage, she made
herself a star in Shakespearean repertoire.
She was Nancy Sykes in the original drama-
tization of Oliver Twist—a role she repeated
in Lordon Hailed over there as an actress
of first rank. Charlotte ap-
peared in the U.S. only inter-
mittently until a "farewell tour"
ri 1857,4fter which she retired
England and Italy. Mean-
.vhile, she purposely advanced
the career of her younger sister,
susgui, as a successor. In one
production. Charlotte played
Romeo to Susan's Juliet.)
In ending her retirement In
1870, Charlotte Emited herself
principally to dramatic readings
from her best-known plays. Her
rime performance was to be at
FAston, pa., in 1875, a few
months before she was an at-
traction for the last time, at
her funeral in Boston.
The Murray City Court
Several persons were charged, 
enteredpleas of guilty, and
were fined in the City Court of
City Judge Don Overbey dur-
ing the past week. Records show
the following occurred:
James Ralph Jackson, driving
while intoxicated, amended to
reckless driving, fined $200.00
costs $10.00.
Herbert Adams, no chauff-
eur's license, fined $15.00 costs
$10.00.
Sam Hubbert, no KY1J per
mit, fined $19.00 costs $10.00.
James J. Brooks, speeding
fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Joe Wilson, public drunken-
ness, given two days in jail.
Fralik William Turner, driv-
ing while intoxicated, amended
to reckless driving, fined $50.00
costs $10.00.
Gary E. Moore, improper
passing, fined $20.00 costs $10.,
00.
Williani E. Kraus, no helmet
fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Robb,* M. Wright, diartilard-
ing schoOT Stop sign, fined $10.-
00 costs $10.00.
•
'Lonnie Tucker, public drunk-
enness, given three days in jail.
Joe Wilson, public drunken-
ness, given three days in jail.
Edmond Pontecorvo, disre-
garding stop sign, fined $10.00
costs $10.00.
Pat Walker, public drunken.
ness, fined $20.00 costs 210.00.
David Long, public drunken-
ness fined $20 00 costs $10 00
Elmer Dillon, public drun-
kenness, fined $10.00 costs $10.-
40.
Bryan Millard Hill, public
drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs
$10.00.
Joseph M. Evanko, driving
while intoxicated, amended to
reckless driving, fined $35.00
costs $10.00.
Frank Borysewicx, driving
while intoxicated, amended to
reckless driving, fined $100.00
costs $10.00.
Richard Z. McCaskill, driving
while intoxicated, amended to
reckless driving, fined $100.00
costs $10.00.
James E. Garland, public
drunkenness, fined $10.00, costs
suspended.
Richard A. Hodge, reckless
driving, fined $10.00 costs
;10.00.
Today's
Stock Market
NEW YORK (UPI)— Stocks
opened lower in moderately
active trading today.
Shortly after the opening, the
U P I marketwide indicator
showed a loss of 0.59 per cent
on 318 issues on the tape. Of
these, 159 declined and 6'7
gained.
Coca-Cola opened 58 lower at
65%, while American Smelt-
ing eased Vir to 26%. Boeing lost
% to 18 on a block of 13,000
shares.
Among the oils. Texaco gave
tg: Ifs to 24%, while Jersey
Standard Ye to 52%, and
Occidental to 16%.
In the steel group, U.S. Steel
was unchanged at 33, but
Bethlehem eased 'A to 25,
Armco 'rose 1, 4 to 21%.
In the autos, General Motors
dropped '4 to 62, with Ford and
Chrysler down 's each to 39'4
and 21'4, respectively. Arnett-
can Motors was unchanged at
7.
Southern Pacific lost 3/4 to 27
In the rails, while Penn Central
held unchanged at 13%.
In the electronics, Telex
surrendered to 12%. Magna-
vox fell IA to 23%, Fairchild
Olt. • I
had been looked down upon by heirs of en-
riched ferryboat operators, coal-oil wheeler-
dealers, fur traders, railroad stock manipu-
lators.
Charlotte's ancestry was more exalted than
any of these; she was a direct descendant
of the travel agent for the Mayfloiver passen-
gers to Plymouth. Robert Cushman, whose
son Thomas was ea settler at Plymouth in
_
11110.1 44.11111t,
•
Ckerlatte cushnea's be-
„mow eeet tap.” at Newport,
. • .-
KJ. Attie Over roost of house,
wigh windoa a all around, VIA* a
for dr) in g garments
adttert.imierciathes
Copy right 6', 1970, Clark Manikin!. Df.tributtd LY ICr,g Features Syndiriite
•
Cash Register lost
while Bur roughs
changed at 10918.
Du Pont slid 2%
the chemicals.
1/4 to 50%,
held un-
to 1051/4 in
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Mantel News
Service 5-21-10 Renkray. Pur-
chase Am Hog Market Report
Includes 9 Buying Stations.
Receipts: Act. 548; Est. 800
dead, Barrows and Cilia Fully
NS cents tower: Sown, Steady.
US 1-9 200-240 Its 824.75-25.00,
Few 1-2's $2525:
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $24 25-24.75;
US 3.4 240-260 lbs $23.75-24.25;
US 34 260-280 tbs $2325-23.75;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $18.75-1930:
US 1-3 300-550 ite 918.00-11.75;
US 2-3 450-860 Its $17.50-18A0.
- • •
'tmrriran,Wry Wore Rp'Ic es
than an other fiical.
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRE88 INTERNATIONAL
HONG KONG — Chairman Mao Tse-tung, in a statement read
for him in Peking by 1411 P1110, Mao's designated 
successor:
"The danger of a new world war still mists."
MACON, Ga. — The Rev. Ralph Abernathy, while calling on the
Black Panthers to join a march to Atlanta:
"No man has yet been able to show me any violence originated
or perpetuated by the Black Panthers. If biack people want 
to be
Panthers, more power to them."
WASHLNGTON — Democratic National Chairman Lawrence F.
O'Brien, attacking President Nixon's economic policies:
"Nix000mics means that all the things that should go up-the
stock market, corporate profits, real spendable income, produc-
tivity - go down -unemployment, prices, interest rates - go up."
WASHINGTON — Dr. Martin Jenkins, president of Morgan State
College in Baltimore, commenting on the results of a two-hour
meeting between President Nixon and the presidents of 15 pre-
dominantly black colleges:
"I am sure that as a resultof our session he is a better educated
president."
Funeral Is Friday
For 1411. Covington
Funeral services for Mrs. Kfr,
tie Covington, wife of the late
Dr. E. D. Covington, will be
held Friday at 10:90 a.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Rev.
Jerrell White officiating.
Pallbearers will be Marshall
Garland, George Richardson,
Carl Stout, Jr., John Thomas
Irvan, Hilton Hughes, Dr. H. B.
Bailey, Jr., Edward Carroll, and
Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.
Burial will be in the Murray
Cemetery with the arrangem-
ents by the J. H. Churchill Fun-
eral Home where friends may
Mrs. C.nangton, age 79, died
Wednesday at 2:20 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-
tal. Her husband died January
14, 1934, and her daughter, Mrs.
Carl M. Stout, died July 91,
1969.
Survivors are three sons,
John Ed Covington of Warren,
Mich., Pat Irvan Covington of
Detroit, Mich., and Tom Euclls
Covington of Maclenny, Fla.;
one sister, Mrs. iols Irvan Mil-
ler of Murray; one brother, Pat
Irvan of Cincinnati, Ohio; ten
grandchildren; le great grand-
children.
The highest point in Hong
Kong is atop Tai Mo Shan (Big
Hat !Mountain) 3,140 feet above
sea level.
Carlisle
Youth, 18,
Drowns
CUNNINGHAM, Ky., .May 20
—An 18-year-old Carlisle County
High School senior drowned this
afternoon while swimming in a
farm pond near here with three
companions.
Deputy Coroner Terry Isaacs
identified the victim as Joseph
Hayden Tharp, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Artie Tharp, Cunningham.
Isaacs said young Tharp went
down about the middle of the
pond despite frantic efforts v1
his companions to save him.
The body was recovered in
about 8-feet of water by the
Graves County Rescue Squaday
4 p.m., some two hours after
the tragedy.
Isaacs said the youths were
swimming in a pond on the
farm of Pat Sims.
Funeral arrangements are In-
complete. The body is at the
Roy M. Lowe Funeral Home is
Lowes.
Survivors, besides the parents,
Include a brother, Larry Eugene
Tharp, and maternal grand-
mother, Mrs. Della Minnell,
Lowes
What is believed to have been
the first bullfight in Latin Ameri-
ca occurred in Lima, Peru, in
1858:•-•\..
Sears COLDSPOT 3-DAY
SPECIAL
THOR • PRI • SAT
MAY 21, 22, 23
fo you itontP,
REFRIGERATOR-
FREEZER
• 12.4 cu. ft,
• Freezer holds 105 lbs.
• Reversible doors
• Porcelain-on-steel
interior
17.2-cu. ft.
CHEST FREEZER
• Holds 600 lbs.
• Basket slides or
lifts out
• Fast-freeze section
• Porcelain-on-steel
interior
15.8-co. ft.
UPRIGHT FREEZER
• Holds 553 lbs.
• 3 full-wick shelves
• 4 pkg. rocks 2 juice
shelves in door
• Swing-out basket
• Porcelain-on-steel
interior
1, Sears Has Credit Pbn to Suit if:Af IVeeds
For compioto details phone 753-2310
iSeargl-- Sears Catalog Sates Office-
NNast 
 -•
Southside Manor Shopping Canter
Murray,Kentucky
The Pri;
Source of
In Mum
Calloway
United Press
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Our self control is
Just Ilk* the Rock
or something on tl
Throat got sore al
U,S, so we says to (
ter cut down on t
boy". So we do.
We inlay a cig.
breakfast, then an,
leave for our den]
noon we repeat
and at the evening
again.
We just leave our
home and quit cern
even.
There Is just no ti
fellow can do if
mind to it.
Sonwobeely-says if y(
to all that troubl
-suit completely.
Shucks, we say, wh
pletely? Moderatio
theme. Most anythl
moderation is belt
tremism, either vi
teetotalism could p
cate a weakness t
taken care of by ni
whatsoever.
What we are sayin{
is that it is difficult
erate in some thing
either goes overbc
self defense, must le
Generally this is oi
with smoking. We w
puff up a storm or
It teetotally alone. A
tr, this moderation
while and see how t
If it does not, then,
weakness in this az
stop completely.
We don't know w
philosophy makes s(
However a person
philosophy to live 1
ter how screwy it
As long as it wor
that's all that matte
Seven Men
U. S. Arm
May Draft
Seven young am
lowm County have
ed into the United
in the May &eft ce
county, aocording 6
sie Adams, =mutts
of Local Board No
Selective Service.
They are Steve W
Clifilord White of 1
Two; William Ray
of Mrs. Dorothy Or
ray; Robert Elkins,
and Mrs. B. H. Elk
iiiy Haute Ex; Stall
eon of WiBie Thorpe
David list Bracy, s
Lillian Bracy of M
teas -ragweeds, —as
Schroeder, twin :Nom
Mr*. Richard Schram
Route On..
The seven men
isto the Army at
Tenn., and have bs
Vert Campbell tor
training.
In the May draft
one registrant" Wel
pre-induction—
ationa, according
Sisterhood m emi
Convention ,1Lex
Chapter M, the kr
of the P.E.O. Sisterh
presented at the
vention of Kentucky
her held at the Impe
Lexington, on Monde
oay.
Mrs. Alfred Linda
state treasurer, was
. wied by Mrs. Hugh I
Mrs. Henry McKenzi
Kenzie was 'named
log secretary on the
ecutive Board., film
served four years RI
the Executive Roan
ISan State Chapter.
